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About the University 

 
Mahapurusha Srimanta Sankaradeva(1449-1568)was a multi-dimensional genius, 

who transformed and modernised Assamese society with his egalitarian ideology. 

He worked in diverse fields like religion, literature, music, dance, drama, 

architecture, social reconstruction, etc. He translated most part of the Bhagavata 

Mahapurana into Assamese language and was the first ever play writer in any 

Indian language other than Sanskrit. He wrote more than 26(twenty six) scriptures 

mostly in Assamese language besides the Brajawali form and one in Sanskrit. In 

addition he had composed many lyrics/songs including the Borgeets. All these 

justify to call him SARVAGUNAKARA by his most loyal disciple Madhabadeva. 

His philosophy too was unique and different from other branches of Hindu 

philosophies. Above all he was a humanist. He welcomed everyone irrespective of 

caste, creed, sex into his order. He was also a pioneer in adult education, mass 

communication, etc. He called upon the society to educate women and the 

downtrodden people. Srimanta Sankaradeva Sangha was set up in 1930 in order to 

carry forward the reforms initiated by the saint. It is the largest NGO in North East 

India and it has been working relentlessly among the masses for inculcating the 

values preached by Srimanta Sankaradeva. It is running several schools in the state 

to spread value based education. The Sangha envisaged to establish a University 

and authorised its Srimanta Sankaradeva Education and Socio-Economic 

Development Trust, Nagaon to sponsor the establishment of the University. 

Srimanta Sankaradeva Sangha submitted the proposal for a University under the 

Assam Private Universities Act, 2007. Mahapurusha Srimanta Sankaradeva 

Viswavidyalaya came into existence under the provisions of Mahapurusha 

Srimanta Sankaradeva ViswavidyalayaAct 2013 (Assam Act No. XIX of 2013) 

and was formally founded on 10th of June, 2014. The University has been 

recognised under Section2 (f) of UGCAct,1956. 



 

 

This University, running under the aegis of Srimanta Sankardeva Education and 

Socio-economic Development Trust, treads its journey following the egalitarian 

humanistic philosophy of Srimanta Sankaradeva and has been trying to empower 

the student fraternity by making them holistically educated and socially 

responsible citizens. In the initial stage, the members and well wishers of the 

Sangha contributed to raise the University. The Assam Government has granted 

300 bighas of land for the permanent campus of the University in Raidongia, 

Nagaon. The University is supported with the grant of 15 (Fifteen) crores from the 

Government of Assam for construction of the permanent campus. Since 2014, the 

University has completed nine academic years. The University besides the main 

unit at Nagaon also has here constituent units in Guwahati, Dhubri and Jorhat. A 

total number of 160 faculties and officials have been offering their contributions in 

17 different academic departments. These departments offer Under-Graduate, 

Postgraduate, M.Phil. and Ph.D. programmes. Some of the departments also offer 

undergraduate and certificate programmes with CBCS curriculum based on LOCF 

based programmes based on NEP 2020, scholarship, coaching for competitive 

examination and placement assistance. The University also fulfils its social 

responsibilities in different socio-cultural causes by initiating awareness and 

enrichment activities in the fields of education, health, women empowerment, etc. 

The Mahapurusha Srimanta Sankaradeva Viswavidyalaya fraternity firmly 

believes that a new era of social regeneration will start from this University. 



 

From the Editor’s Desk 

 
Greetings from MSSV Journal of Humanities and Social Science  

We are pleased to inform you that the Journal is going to publish 

its next issue of Volume VIII, Issue I of its Bi-annual Online Journal 

MSSV Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences on 10
th

 January, 2024. 

We would like to like to offer our acknowledgement to Prof. Mridul 

Hazarika, Honourable Vice-Chancellor. MSSV, Nagaon for giving us the 

platform to feature some creative literatures from diverse prospective 

contributors of humanities and social sciences with a view to promote 

interdisciplinary research. As editors, we feel privileged to publish a peer-

reviewed interdisciplinary journal for exhibiting some vital issues related 

to language, literature, sociology, history, economics, education, 

psychology, political science, anthropology, philosophy, social work, 

media studies, culture based studies, ethnic studies, gender studies and 

other such alike and connected domains to promote some novel as well as 

original areas of research and to cater a diverse along with a 

multidisciplinary readership. It is a bi annual journal which incorporates 

both English and Assamese manuscripts. Submissions are accepted 

beforethedeadlinegiveninthecallforpaperssection.Allsubmissionshavetoun

dergo a strict blind peer-review and plagiarism. The peer-review process 

takes time but we will try to get back to the authors within three months. 

It is our pleasure that this compilation is comprised a number of creative, 

captivating and comprehensive articles to cater the miscellaneous needs of 

the readers with an anticipation of producing new contributors to make 

future researches. The Journal pursues the same well-established ethical 

observances just like all other reputed journals. It looks forward to 

original contributors with some zero plagiarized master pieces which are 

not published in part of full elsewhere. 

Before we finish, we would like to take the privilege of offering 

our gratitude to all the contributors for their precious contributions. Let us 

hope that the journal will prosper and attain ever higher standards and 

greater visibility in the years to come. 

 

 

Tribeni Saikia 

 (On behalf of the Editorial team) 
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Locating Partition and Postmemory in Siddhartha Deb’s The Point of Return 

 

Arindam Sarma * 

 
Abstract 

Postcolonial conflicts including various ethnic conflicts in Northeast India have not received 

the same level of attention, either in the media or in literature, as conflicts in regions like 

Kashmir, Sri Lanka, Bosnia or Syria. Insurgency and violence have rocked the region for a 

long time, and states like Manipur and Nagaland remain highly militarized where people live 

precarious lives under the shadows of the guns and bombs. Large- scale illegal migration 

from neighbouring Bahgladesh has further added to the socio-political unrest in the region. 

These problems have taken their toll on the psyche of the people as they carry a strong 

feeling of distrust against the centre. The region remains, more or less, marginalized from 

mainland India. Partition and repeated redrawing of boundaries due to ethnic claims for 

autonomy have contributed much to the volatile and often troubled socio-political matrix of 

the region. Recently, the writings of Siddhartha Deb acquire significance in this context as 

they are timely and powerful attempts at representing the people of the Northeast. Both his 

novels The Point of Return (2002) and Surface (2005) are highly understated but insightful 

accounts of this troubled region. The Point of Return by Siddhartha Deb deals with the 

complex issues of ethnic crisis and national belonging, and this novel seems to be an 

endeavour to re-imagine or re-narrate the nation, foregrounding the imperatives of multiple 

simultaneity in a plural and multicultural society. The present paper attempts to study how 

Siddhartha Deb’s The Point of Return (2002) records the micro-stories of the Northeast 

region of India and takes into account the contemporary history-in-the-making often 

overlooked by the nation centric epic narratives.  

 

Key words: nation, home, return, partition, postmemory 

 

Postcolonial Indian English writers have sought to depict all of India and its vast 

history in epic scale. Indian English writing, from its infancy, has been preoccupied with 

representing the nation. The 1980s witnessed a boom in these nation centric narratives or 

―nationsroman‖ (Joshi, 260). Novels by writers such as Rushdie, I. Allan Sealy, Tharoor, 

Rohinton Mistry, Nayantara Sahgal, Mukul Kesavam, and others, even though highly critical 
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of postcolonial nationalism and the idea of a singular, unitary nation, still evince, to various 

degrees, an interest in the idea and the structure of the national narrative. In a multicultural, 

multi-ethnic nation like India, where a number of smaller nationalities are still going through 

the painful process of nationality formation, the rather simplistic notion of a pan-Indian 

national identity that encompasses the smaller nationalities or sub-nationalities and 

assimilates them has come to be seriously questioned. A critique of such a notion of identity 

often concerns the novels written in various regional languages of the country as well as in 

recent English fiction from the Northeast. In narrating the nation and the issue of national 

identity or belonging, Siddhartha Deb‘s novel The Point of Return (2002) becomes a nuanced 

study of the historical context of the fractured relationship between tribals and non-tribals, the 

reconfigurations of post-colonial spaces in India‘s Northeast, and the resultant violence, 

uprootedness, alienation, and the continued memory of injustice and loss. The novel depicts 

the unhomely condition of the Bengali immigrants displaced by the Partition and ethnic 

violence in the Northeast region. 

The Point of Return (2002) delves deep into the displacement, terror and trauma suffered by 

minority groups because of such sub-nationalist, militant ethnic assertions by a tribal people 

in the undivided state of Assam. The Northeastern region has seen so much terror and 

violence, and experienced dislocation, alienation, loss of home, migrancy, that entire ways of 

life and social and political existence have been traumatized. Deb understands the trauma felt 

by the migrant peoples of this region who have suffered because of the post-colonial nation 

state‘s exclusionary politics and suspicion of outsiders. The main character in the novel and 

his family lose their home as ethnic assertion by the local people of Meghalaya compels them 

to flee the place during the formation of a new state. Deb‘s epigraphs for the novel, taken 

from Ursula Le Guin and Herman Melville, comment on the elusive nature of the concepts of 

home and belonging, setting the scene for what is to come.  

The Point of Return (2002) gives us a glimpse into the lives of people who get caught 

in the vortex of ethnic conflicts. The present paper examines the social and ontological 

experiences of the ‗outsiders‘ in the context of ethnic movements for political and cultural 

assertions. This paper also looks at how Deb‘s debut novel The Point of Return (2002) 

engages with issues like migrancy, displacement, cultural confrontation, and the exilic 

condition of Bengali immigrants in the Northeast. The Point of Return (2002) shows the 

painful process of cartographic reconfigurations of state boundaries along ethnic lines, and 

the resultant violence, uprootedness, alienation, and continued memory of loss. 

Consequently, the paper attempts to shed light on the interlinked issues of migration, 
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boundaries, and home and belonging in relation to the workings of memory. 

The novel is about Damn family and their many trials and tribulations in their adopted 

homeland. The story is narrated by Babu, the son of Dr. Dam. Babu‘s father was still a school 

student at the time of the partition. The novel tells two parallel stories----one is that of the 

older generation which suffered migration as well as life-long stigma of being an outsider in a 

land full of ethnic, cartographic, and religious boundaries. Dr. Dam is the representative 

figure of this generation. In his adopted homeland, he led a quiet, uneventful life working as a 

dedicated government officer for the betterment of the local people whom he served. But as 

the story unfolds, we come to admire, as does his son Babu, the life of Dr. Dam who has 

endured the many challenges with extraordinary stoicism and courage. On the other hand, the 

story is also about the post-partition generation who inherited the memory of their parents 

and grandparents, and had to negotiate their own sense of belonging and identity in the 

postcolonial nation-space. The experience of migrancy, the pain and the sadness, fears and 

anxieties, was different from the first generation to the second generation of migrants. Deb‘s 

novel reveals how the changing dynamics of regional ethnic relations and socio-political 

ethos in the country determined the ways in which each generation of migrants had to 

negotiate their precarious existence and experience the sadness and stigma of migrancy.  

The narrator‘s parents and grandparents fled the terrible violence of the partition of India in 

1947, and entered Assam, the eastern side of India. Later, Dr. Dam joins the Indian 

Administrative Service, and serves in the veterinary department in the hill-town where he 

resides. Dr. Dam, groomed by the nationalism of the Indian freedom struggle and the legacy 

of the British colonial rule, serves with exemplary dedication and honesty. His idealism and 

belief in Indian nationalism and the national system are shown to be in sharp contrast to the 

belief-systems of his son. Babu‘s dissociation from his parents‘ nationalistic idealism is 

natural because he was growing up at a time when the democratic ethos of the country was in 

serious crisis. Babu is a child of the post-Independent and post-Nehruvite era, a time when 

the utopian hopes and promises of anti-colonial nationalism were gradually collapsing under 

the evils of corruption, growing forces of communalism, power-hungry politics, and ethnic or 

linguistic divides among the populace. It was also the time when sub-nationalist assertions 

from various marginalized tribes and communities in the Northeast were turning violent and 

the demands for autonomy to downright cessation were voiced from many quarters in the 

region.  

In the novel, we see the Dam family moving from place to place, trying to take root 

and build a home. But though they carry traces of these diverse places, they remain rootless, 
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ever carrying the burden of their migrancy. Deb‘s novel shares a lot of similarities with 

Amitav Ghosh‘s The Shadow Lines (1988). The unstable narrative voice of Babu, like the 

unnamed narrator in Ghosh‘s novel, relies heavily on the resources and vocabulary of 

memory to reconstruct or make sense of the past. Like Ghosh‘s novel, The Point of Return 

(2002) deals with the Bengali people torn apart by the partition of the sub-continent. At the 

same time, Deb‘s novel, like Ghosh‘s The Shadow Lines (1988), exposes the arbitrariness of 

borders and boundaries in the construction of the nation. Like The Shadow Lines (1988), this 

novel also revolves around the closely interlinked tropes of migrancy, maps, and memory. 

But the exilic condition of the migrants in Deb‘s novel arises not just out of partition and 

arbitrary boundaries but also out of the sub-nationalist, militant ethnic assertions by a tribal 

people in a state within the republic----the undivided state of Assam. In the novel, Deb 

reveals ―the maneer in which a nation formed on a makeshift operating table can continue to 

redefine itself through the enforcement of fresh boundaries, internal as well as external‖ (qtd. 

in Pisharoty). 

Deb shows the ethnic fault-lines that have always remained between the hill tribes and 

the non-tribals in the state of Meghalaya. Dr. Dam could never own or build a house of his 

own in Shillong because Meghalaya‘s ―protective discrimination act‖ prohibits ―outsiders‖ 

from owning or buying property there. The hill region witnessed ethnic tensions in the 1970s 

when the local hill people started to become aggressive in their demand for new laws 

protecting their rights over land and resources from outsiders and settlers. The growing 

awareness that their concerns have been, for a long time, ignored by the central 

administration constitutes the politicization that fuelled the dormant feeling that they have 

been colonized and marginalized by the Indian nation-state. The movement of self-assertion 

soon turned violent as the demand for a new state and expulsion of all ―outsiders‖----

Bengalis, Assamese, and Nepali----grew stronger. The so-called anti-dkhar riots continued 

well into the 1980s, forcing these people to leave Shillong and disperse to other states. 

Widespread rioting and killings took place in 1979, and migrant Bengalis were especially 

targeted. The state had been partitioned into tribal regions, with special quotas set for the 

native races of the hills. As Meghalaya was emerging as a new tribal state, higher taxes were 

demandedof the non-tribal businessmen, the proposed railway line to the state was rejected 

because it would only bring in more migrants, and the demand was made ―that Bengalis carry 

identity cards at all times to prove that they were Indian citizens‖ (Deb, 176). Babu 

experiences the ethnic tensions in his own ways as the town, his home, the ―confluence of 

childhood hopes and a faith in the future‖ (Deb, 187) turned into a place of fear and menace. 
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A large body of literary writings, both in vernacular languages and in English, has emerged 

dealing with the partition and its unspeakable horror and trauma. The historical 

documentation and literary representation of the partition are, of course, heavily tilted to the 

Punjab side. Historians and writers have written extensively about the human tragedy and the 

bestial and brutal riots and bloodshed involving the Hindus, Muslims, and Sikh communities. 

As a consequence, partition of the subcontinent is often thought of as an event that affected 

only these communities. The fact that the eastern side of India also experienced (and 

continues to do so) the trauma of the partition, is often ignored. Novels like Ghosh‘s The 

Shadow Lines (1988) and Deb‘s The Point of Return (2002) are among the few literary texts 

that deal with the partition of the eastern side of the subcontinent. Deb‘s novel shows that in 

the eastern side, the partition involved communities other than Hindus and Muslims, in other 

different ways. Aninindita Dasgupta reminds us that once we turn our attention to the 

northeastern part of India, the partition of the subcontinent clearly cannot simply be 

understood only as a Hindu-Muslim problem. Her scholarly works on the narratives of 

Sylheti partition migrants reveal that many of the post-partition riots in the Northeast were 

more a result of ―the rivalry between Assamese and Bengali middle classes in colonial Assam 

than that between Hindus and Muslims of the colonial province‖ (345). In these parts of 

India, the partition was an event that involved not just Hindus and Muslims, but extended to 

and entangled with local ethnic issues. The borderland region often came into conflict with 

local rivalries and issues that fractured the assumed seamlessness of the movement into the 

national order of things. Even citizen subjects who were supposedly mapped demographically 

into the national system as Bengali Hindus could become ‗outsiders‘ overnight as new battle-

lines between ‗insiders‘ and ‗outsiders‘ were ―redrawn in particular locales in post-colonial 

India. The Point of Return powerfully illustrates the progression of post-partition Hindu 

Bengali refugees from Refugee-Indian, Indian-not-Refugee, not-Indian-not-Refugee to Indian 

–but-always-Refugee through the characterization of Dr. Dam‖ (Baishya, 261). 

To tell this story about partition, ethnic crisis, displacement, and migrancy, Deb shuns 

conventional mimesis and utilizes memory as the vehicle of the story. Deb adopts a linear but 

backward chronology and uses both first person and third person narratives. Babu grapples 

with chaotic and incomplete memories as he tries to reconstruct the past in his backward 

journey into time. He says, ―I assemble maps, photographs and words, call on memory to 

furnish details that will impart some sense where I lived, something beyond a dim 

comprehension of remote beauty and even more remote violence‖ (Deb, 160). The story that 

Babu chooses to tell bears witness of the plight of the Bengali refugee/migrant people in 
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postcolonial India. Kali Tal suggests, ―there is a universal drive to testify, to bear the tale‖ 

(120-21). In his own words, Babu returns as a ―teller of tales, the inept archaeologist of 

memories‖ (Deb, 186). Like an archaeologist digging through the ruins of the past, he goes 

on excavating through memories. Babu‘s act of memorialisation also deals with notions of 

exile, belonging, home, and the crossing of boundaries.  

Memory is Babu‘s only aid in his attempt to make sense of the past, the violence, loss 

and fracture, and also his father‘s quiet but extraordinary life and their own precarious place 

and identity in the map. During his journey into his family‘s past, Babu learns of his father‘s 

life-long fear and trauma of being assaulted by the local people of the town. Dr. Dam has 

always been tormented by the fear and uncertainty of that night in 1971, when, alone in a 

bungalow, he reads news of war in Bangladesh and xenophobic sentiment growing in the hill-

state. Babu carries the inherited sense of loss and confusion born out of historical 

displacement. Babu‘s condition can be explained in terms of postmemory. According to 

Hirsch, ―Postmemory characterizes the experience of those who grow up dominated by 

narratives that preceded their birth, whose own belated stories are evacuated by the stories of 

the previous generation, shaped by traumatic events that can neither be understood nor 

recreated‖ (22). Postmemory, which is deeply linked to historical and cultural trauma, may 

relay this trauma to later generations. Even if the later generation has never directly 

experienced the actual historical trauma firsthand, postmemory cultivates a sense of living 

connection with the past between generations. The trauma of the past generation gets 

effectively transmitted to the later generations through family stories, historical archives, 

letters, diaries, songs, and photographic images, all of which articulate a ‗space of 

remembrance‘ among generations. Though not the same as memory or recall, postmemory 

takes on the structure of memory in the way in which later generations come to remember the 

past. Hirsch calls this action of postmemory a ―retrospective witnessing by adoption‖ and she 

goes on to say, ―It is a question of adopting the traumatic experiences---and thus also the 

memories ----of others as experiences one might oneself have had, and of inscribing them 

into one‘s own life story. It is a question, more specifically, of an ethical relation to the 

oppressed or persecuted other for which  postmemory can serve as a model‖ (10-11). 

Babu had had a strained relationship with his father and lived for years without 

knowing him or the turmoil and trauma that his parents had to go through. Their relationship 

and its gradual coming to terms are shaped by ties of violence. In the process, he also comes 

to understand the story of the Bengalis who, in the words of a character in the novel, ―have 

suffered once from one of the cruellest jokes in history, only to suffer again‖ (Deb, 215).  Dr. 
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Dam and his family carried this chaos of history and his son Babu carried it too. He carries 

the memories of his lost childhood, the happy days, and the memories of ethnic violence and 

dislocation. But his memories are inextricably linked with the memories of the earlier 

generation------the inherited memory of dislocation, migrancy and fear. He might not have 

given much thought to these past histories in his young, carefree days, but he later learns to 

understand the plight and stoicism of his father as he journeys into the past. The painful 

history of the past gradually becomes a part of him as he begins to understand and empathize 

with the plight of his father‘s generation. He understands that it is a history that he cannot 

turn away with. Thus, while the trajectories of history and circumstances force the dam 

family to move, spatially and physically, from one place to another, we see memories also 

travelling from one generation to another.  

As a carrier of memory, Babu carries not only his own load of memories but also 

postmemories. He reads his father‘s diary, listens to the incidents and events related to his 

father‘s life from the family friend Dr. Chatterjee, and begins to understand the stoic, 

dedicated, idealistic, and sadly rootless life his father used to live. He uses the third person to 

tell the story of his father‘s journeys and his desire for a home, and we see a profound sense 

of empathy with the plight of his father and that generation. Babu‘s own later journeys from 

and to his former ‗home‘ and his final departure from it are imbued with the same sense of 

sadness, longing, and irrevocable loss of an earlier, more traumatic travel that he seeks to 

memorialize and understand. Only towards the end of the novel does Babu fully realize  that 

his own life was destined to experience the sadness of loss and migrancy that his ancestors 

had explained earlier: ―I suppose my father‘s first visit to this town prefigured everything that 

came after‖ (Deb, 219). Babu also understands in later years the occasional bouts of longing 

for the lost ancestral place that his father must have felt. He describes his father‘s journey 

from Pandua Hills in Sylhet, their arrival in Shillong, his father‘s sense of wonder at seeing 

the beautiful place, the old town and its quaint, lazy way of life before his birth, his father‘s 

hard work, lonely travels, and postings, his suffering at the hands of a corrupt government, 

and other such things. Travel and memory are thus constantly intertwined in the novel. But 

all of these are not Babu‘s actual memories. Babu himself confesses that most of it is 

―conjecture‖ (Deb, 221) on his part. This is the working of postmemory as Babu tries to re-

member the past, the past that lies beyond even the grasp of his memory: ―What went before, 

in the years other than those spent here, I don‘t know. There are only images in my mind, a 

scrap of scenes to be wrested free somehow, to be retained against the excesses of history, of 

time‖ (Deb, 222-23).  
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In the third section of the novel ―Terminal‖, Deb insists that out of this historical amnesia, 

something can still be reclaimed. To Dori Laub‘s assertion about Holocaust survivors, ―there 

is in each survivor an imperative need to tell and thus to come know one‘s story‖ (77), we can 

draw the parallel with Babu‘s narrative mission. He says that the migrant is not as cut off as 

might appear, especially the migrant who is also a writer. Through the act of recalling and 

narrating his hometown in the novel, he can say, ―I truly become my place. I am my own 

hometown‖ (Deb, 154). In the final section of the novel, ―Travelogue‖, Deb further 

emphasizes the power of narrative and memory in reinscribing whatever is lost to the vision 

of history and time. Deb reveals in this section the constructedness of what has preceded as 

Babu contemplate his role as author and the problems he has faced in writing the story of his 

father. We also see the narrative shift from third to first person: ―Perhaps it is the biographer 

who is at fault. You will notice that I find it impossible to say anything of his life away from 

the town. Without stories, without photographs, I can only imagine him as I have always seen 

him, in this town, walking that winding road curling around the hollow, coming up the steps 

with that curious tread of his, carrying different offerings for my mother and me-----a small 

fish bought with boundless pleasure from the evening market, a set of three oranges‖ (Deb, 

222). Passages like this also reveal the fact that though the novel is not a nostalgic search for 

‗homeland‘, it is still charged with nostalgia and sadness of irrevocable loss. Svetlana Boym 

says, ―Nostalgia (from nostos----return home, and algia------longing)is a longing for a home 

that no longer exists or has never existed. Nostalgia is a sentiment of loss and displacement, 

but it is also a romance with one‘s own fantasy‖ (xiii). The sadness of exile is what lingers in 

Babu in Deb‘s novel: ―Me? I return every day, sometimes under the cover of sleep , at other 

times stepping in full daylight across the chicken‘s neck strip that divides where I am from 

where I was, when a certain smell or song or face emerges from the city‘s contested 

grounds......until the moment of awakening drenched in sweat, and the realization of having 

been torn elsewhere from home long ago‖ (Deb, 153).  

Ultimately Babu realizes the impossibility of returning home. In his refusal to 

celebrate the tropes of ‗return‘ and ‗homecoming‘, Deb‘s novel shows some affinity to 

Jamaica Kincaid‘s novel Lucy (1991). Like Lucy, Babu chooses to remain an exile---a writer-

---living in the metropole of Delhi. Deb‘s novel like Kincaid‘s novel ―reads as a pitched 

battle against the assumptions that shape many of the oppositional narratives of exile and 

displacement....that the alienating experience of ‗exile‘ leads inevitably to the celebrations of 

return‖ (Sugg, 156). Also, the only things Babu can claim, like Lucy in the face of exile, are 

memory and his ‗history.‘ Despite the obsessive nostalgia for some kind of return, the 
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mnemonic project undertaken by Babu emphasizes not the search for an exclusivist 

‗homeland‘, but the wider and more universal themes of the elusive nature of the concepts of 

home and belonging. The Point of Return locates partition and postmemory through its 

thoughtful narration of the ethnic struggles and plight of the peripheral people and 

communities.  
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Exploring gender complexities in the advertisement platform in India 
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Abstract  

Advertisement is a digital platform with the intention of marketing and commerce. Since, time 

immemorial it has acted vital roles in shaping the society we live in. To reach out to a larger 

audience or customers, the advertising media has also dived into the same river where Indian 

society is today. Sometimes it is ambiguous to understand if the society influences the 

advertisement marketing or vice-versa. Analyzing the gender representations in the Indian 

Ads showcase a double standard orientation towards gender, where women percentage in the 

ads are high but are highly stereotyped. Similarly, the Indian ads are less likely to promote 

equality of gender with regard to the third gender. Feminist School of thought have 

highlighted this gender dualism that is prevailing in the advertisement world for public 

notice. Categorization of gender roles is highly prominent as it reflects back the persistence 

of gender divide happening in the society. Recommendations in upgrading the content of the 

advertisements can have impacts in manifold for neutralizing gender norms in the society as 

well. This paper will ponder upon how marketing through advertisements visualizes women 

and its impacts on the society.  

 

Keywords: Gender, advertisements, stereotype, third gender, society 

 

Introduction 

Advertisement has become an integral part in today‘s marketing scenario. Advertising 

is a method for public communication that is essentially paid for by a company or an 

individual. Its main goals are to inform, shape attitudes, and motivate behavior that benefits 

the advertiser. Advertising acts as a conduit for information between producers and potential 

customers by showcasing and supporting the products, ideas, and services of reputable 

advertisers (Britannica, 2023). It gives the information to the would-be buyers who are 

interested in seeking information about a product and the manufacturer. The advertisement 

platforms use different tools for disseminating messages about their product, campaigns or 

service. By tools of advertisement, reference could also be made to the animated and 

humanized forms. Both men and women, since time immemorial, have been displayed on ads 

having various motives of product advertisement or campaigns, to reach out to the target 
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audiences. However, such is not an easy business! Often, a few ads, leaves gendered and 

superficial depiction of its characters, without pondering upon the adverse impact on society 

that they are causing, especially with regard to status of women and third gender (Shahid, 

2011). 

Logic dictates that what is passed down as a generation, culture will be passed down 

to future generations. This means that a misrepresentation of anything in society can have far-

reaching consequences, such as women are depicted as submissive to men and may face 

aggressive verbal and physical behavior in advertisements (Sharma & Bumb,2021). The 

subsequent neglect to such a jargon in ads were neglected until recently, when feminists and 

sociologists came up by pointing the discriminatory and objectifying role of women. The 

stereotypical role of women and third gender as a ‗social reality‘, influencing millions over 

ages in India, has deepen down the subjugation of women and third gender, more, as a 

reinforcing agent(Sylvendahl,2017). 

Feminism arose in the 1960s and 1970s as a movement against patriarchy‘s long-

standing social ideology on women as second class gender. It points out that gendered roles 

categorized or idealizes the role of how men and women needs to behave in the society. Past 

studies have revealed the role of women portrayed in the advertisements as housewives 

(Matthes et al., 2016; Uray & Burnaz, 2003), sex objects( Zawisza et al., 2018; Eisenstock, 

1984), decorative roles (Grau & Zotos, 2016; Uray & Burnaz, 2003), and also highlighted the 

submissive nature of women, which is also depicted through non-verbal cues (Lin & Yeh, 

2009; Goffman, 1979). 

Advertisements and marketing have become a major mode of communication in 

society. All thanks to the transformation of the globe into a global village and the dynamic 

ways in which the communication environment has altered. Advertisements, as rightfully 

said, are the medium of communication. The sexist messages channeled, even today, exist in 

some ads, that normalize women‘s existing position within the society. There is sometimes 

hidden marketing strategies amongst the advertising groups, where women and third genders 

are depicted as ‗pitty fellows of the society‘, thereby, valourizing masculinity and gaining 

customers (Soni,202). Those advertisements affect the self-esteem and confidence of the 

female viewers and results in dissatisfaction and pressure to conform to certain body norms. 

The main aim of the advertisements is pursuing and luring of consumers for 

purchasing their products. Doing so, the unconscious or conscious portrayal of masculinity 

and femininity conveying power, strength, virility, athleticism and competitiveness in the ads 

casting men and images showing beauty, submissiveness, nurturance and cooperation, are the 
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typologies for ads casted with young girls and women (Barr,2006). Advertising apparently 

evolved by the feminist critique of the advertisements, is a recent phenomenon in ads where 

stereotypical role of women are questioned and emphasized on gender-neutral portrayal of 

the ads (Barn,et.al, 2000). 

The study will focus mainly in context of India, because the representation of women 

and third gender in India in various sectors are always in a sublime state. The behavioral 

allocation of how masculinity, femininity would be portrayed in the ads are the result of 

cultural attributes. In their daily work, the majority of advertising creators do not think in 

these terms. Instead, they focus on carrying out creative briefs and campaign plans. In 

situations such as these, they would probably say that their main concern is how to effectively 

convey the advantages of their products to parents. In such a conundrum, the question often 

arises which came first- the culture of the ads? 

 

Review of Literature 

Initially, the research about the representation of women in advertising was conducted in a 

variety of geographical locations including Australia (Browne, 1998), France and Denmark 

(Furnham et al., 2000), China (Cheng, 1997), Sweden (Milner & Collins, 2000) etc. Most of 

the studies reported that stereotypes amongst genders still exist (Furnham & Mak, 1999; Grau 

& Zotos, 2016), and the presence of stereotypes is reducing in western regions, but the status 

in Asia and Africa remains the same (Furnham & Farrager, 2001). The common stereotypes 

include depicting women in weak roles or positions, using them as sex objects, portraying 

them as housewives, showcasing them as silent etc. Matthes et al. (2016), by using content 

analysis, identified that culture of a nation has a significant influenceon the role portrayal of 

genders and concluded that gender stereotypes still exist in the nations rating higher in the 

Hofstede‘s masculinity index. 

In the rich content literature piece of Chris Beasley (1999), ―What is Feminism?: An 

introduction to Feminist Theory‖, explains the concept of Feminism from various angles, in a 

lay man language. Her, detailed and open-ended ground of theory enables to a wider picture 

of feminist outlook regarding any usual issues like advertisements. Content of an 

advertisement speaks social meaning more than its real intention of commodification.  

M.E. Hawkesworth(2006)in his voluminous piece on contemporary phenomenon of 

Globalization and Advertisement titled, ‗Globalisation and Feminist Activism‘,has 

enunciated the advent of gendered nature of the  globalized world, that reflects not only 

social, economic, and political differences between men and women but also in the capitalism 
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influenced world of advertisement. 

Alice E.Courtney and Sarah Werneck Lockeretz (1971), in an article, titled, ― A 

Women‘s Place: An analysis of the  Roles portrayed by women in Magazine Advertisement‖, 

has taken up a non-discussed topic but widely ingrained issue of segregating gender roles in 

advertisements and how it is looked at by the general public. Advertisement can have a great 

influence on the general masses not only attracting through its advertising content but also 

has a hand in normalizing gender gaps through its story-line. In a research paper of YLR 

Moorthy (2014), titled, ―The Changing Roles Portrayed by Women in Indian Advertisements: 

A Longitudinal Content Analysis‖, the researcher, has opined that advertisements in India has 

the ability to attract a huge audience and that is good from a commercial point of view. But 

the continuation of traditionalism regarding gender roles and what are the possible reasons 

behind such prevalent, even in modern day advertisements. A very informative yet hitherto 

cultural idea of what gender stands in American Advertisements could be gained from a joint 

research work of , ―McArthur and Resko (1975),titled, ―The portrayal of men and women in 

American Television commercials‖, noted that the percentage of men used in television ads 

were high even in situations where they would not be the main users of product or service. 

ISID (2019) in their study titled, ―Portrayal of Women in Indian Advertising: A case for 

Policy Intervention‖, revealed that the role of men and women in Indian advertising 

concluded that the portrayal of women in Indian magazines differs from those found in other 

cultures. The results of Indian advertisements were synchronized with Japanese and Koreans 

ads. Generally, the financial independence of women is not portrayed in the ads of India 

unlike the Britishers. 

Sharma (2021), ―Third Gender in Advertisements: A new wave of Inclusiveness‖, is 

an eclectic piece referring something new in advertisements. Extensive studies have been 

already done regarding depiction of women in advertisements. He said that in every ads, the 

sociological history is studied of a particular place, in accordance with what the content and 

the messages are prepared. 

 

Research Gap 

After reviewing the above literature, a few of the missing elements are found, which 

reinforces for the present study to take place. Irrespective of culture, women and the third 

gender are intrinsically looked down by the patriarchal society. Thus, it gets reflected in the 

advertisements of the brands or social campaigns, even though it features women or third 

gender as leads. However, the above literature misses to find out why sexuality or co-
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operative behavior of women depicted through images on the ads influences buyers. 

Secondly, it is pertinent, especially today not only for inclusivity of the third gender into the 

realm of advertisements but to find out how their campaigns or ads are being perceived by the 

rest of the society. Thirdly, since the gendered roles of women and the ads, are the attribution 

of culture, therefore, apart from sensitizing the brands for a gender sensitive or gender neutral 

depiction of the ads, it is necessary to find out how such ads has shaped the mindset of the 

society, already and what are the solutions to overcome from such impacts.  

 

Objectives  

The paper aims to fulfill the following objectives, which are necessary for a meaningful 

conclusion to be drawn with regard to the topic- 

 To draw the relation behind the willingness in purchasing a brand which has women cast. 

 To understand how the gendered bias ads are strengthening the already existing gender 

disparities in the society. 

 Since, the term gender does not cater to men and women, therefore, a study shall be made 

if the third gender has found place within the advertising platforms and if so, how does 

the society perceive their messages send by them.   

Statement of the Problem 

An advertisement when compared with one another brings out the existing loopholes that lie 

within them. The marketing boards barely thinks along the lines of whether their ads or 

campaigns has elements of gender biasness, which can be rein forceful in the society. But 

their concern would be simply on executing marketing strategies and communicating product 

benefits to the customers. The problem lies in if such continuation of ads takes places, it will 

create more disparities between men and women in the society and an atmosphere of 

categorization and inequality would persist unknowingly, amongst us. Moreover, in such a 

tandem the third gender would be the worst affected ones. The irony would be when such ads 

would be considered normal in popular media itself, for their economic motives. 

 

Methodology of the study 

The research study is based on both descriptive and analytical research design. Data for the 

study are collected from both Primary and Secondary sources only. Primary sources are 

gathered from tools like structured questionnaire from the customers/buyers of the ads which 
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depicts gendered categorization of the women and the third gender. Secondary sources 

include research papers, journals, thesis, books and government reports. Here, purposive 

sampling is chosen for the study. Moreover, the area of the study is limited to two hauling 

cities of North-East India, Guwahati (Assam) and Shillong (Meghalaya). 

 

Findings and Analysis 

This section examines how women and men are depicted in commercials, focusing on both 

the subtle and overt ways in which they are depicted. Prior to the rise of feminism, 

patriarchy‘s societal construct was that men were superior and women were inferior or 

second-class citizens. This is the idea that feminism has been fighting for all these years, but 

the question is whether it has been successful in deconstructing the traditional image of 

women, or whether there are still subtle residues of the stereotype in the way women are seen 

and portrayed in advertisements. And how much of that are reflection of present day society. 

The advertisements in this study are chosen to cover the widest range of gender-related 

concerns. These specific advertisements are meant to highlight the variety of concepts used in 

modern advertising. When drawing inferences regarding the regularity or typicality of 

specific representations, they should be utilized with caution. The advertisements chosen 

comprises of different products. The advertisements are mostly television commercial(audio-

visual) in nature. For analyzing the advertisements, the textual analysis and semiotic analysis 

methods are used. Textual analysis is the method used to describe and interpret the 

characteristics of a visual image (Frey et al, 1999). Through textual analysis the content and 

the idea of the text can be obtained. The most important thing in textual analysis is selecting 

the types of text which is to be studied and the way of analyzing it. Semiotics was used in 

cultural studies in the late 1960‘s by Roland Barthes. It helps in decoding the hidden meaning 

in the advertisements, like how the advertisement is made, how certain signs are created in it, 

whom it is targeted at and how the consumers get encouraged (Kiran Manral,2011).An in-

depth study is made  to see how the ideologies of masculinity are silently embedded into the 

advertisement  and how over the passage of time the breaking of the normative stereotypes of 

Masculinity and dominance is changing.  

Laundry Product (Surf Excel) 

Advertisements of the laundry products always portray boys with dirty shirts and the cleaners 

of those by their mothers. The casting of a boy could also have been replaced by a girl, but 

since a girl are socially expected to be pure and clean, so such is not the advertising technique 

of such brands. 
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Toy Departments (Barbie & Batman) 

Gender neutral colors are very rare to find. But pink color is considered to a girly color and 

blue as boy friendly. Similarly, barbie is a doll to be played by girls and Batmans/Spidermans 

are categorized as toys specific to boys only. The boy playing with toys like guns that are 

appropriate for his culture: soldiers, airplanes, and wild animals. Given that women are 

typically assigned the job of keeping the kitchen tidy, it seems likely that the message in the 

advertisement is addressed to his mother. Words and Gestures supports gender distinctions. 

Beauty ads (Fair and Lovely) 

The notion of beauty is always attached with young girls with toned bodies and shaped 

breasts. Their sexuality with physical appearance and fair complexion is the embody of 

feminine beauty. Thus, the manner in which the advertisers embarks on women bodies for the 

sale of their products endorses a typical beauty standard for women, which influence the 

customers get along that way. 

Fashion Magazines (Filmfare/Maxim) 

Advertisements need to catch the reader's eye and stand out from the competition's clutter. 

This slightly out-of-the-ordinary position may do that, but it also perpetuates the notion that 

women are sexual beings who must draw attention to themselves, whether from men or other 

women. The sexually provocative postures of the female models, fulfills the aims of the 

marketers, if their clothing brands are purchased by the women. Moreover, such images in 

the magazines also sometimes reinforces men to expect their female counterparts to look 

exactly likewise. Women in such contexts are invariably depicted as sexual objects for men. 

Real Women (Dove) 

This particular ad expands notion about how a women body should look like. Therefore, it 

somewhere stands out in its intention of reaching out to a wider audience, thus, widening the 

body standards of women from the typical one that existed.  

Beverage brands (McDowell’s) 

Generally, the ads featuring men are of hallmarks of adult masculinity. Alcoholic drinks, 

energy drinks, bikes, tourism, based ads depicts stoicism and intensely demeanor behaviour 

of men, which believed to be masculine characteristics. Therefore, buyers of those product 

are mostly men and categorize those products as their requirement. 

Most of the time, it is not only men that stimulates their position as socially hierarchical 

gender after being influenced from the ads but women too, supports sexuality depicted in the 

ads for male gaze. They encourage such ads because they have in their minds an idealized 

heterosexual male spectator. 
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Perfume Ads (Denver Deodrant) 

A complexity of depictions of male-female relationships in ads is, the single 

man/multiple woman situation. Such ads normalizes heterosexual men to be in a relationship 

with women, as their fragrant pulls the women to the men, thus signifying ―man enough‖ of 

women. However, the reverse would never be portrayed ever, because a single woman is not 

compelled to be in relation with multiple men but to provide pleasures to many men. 

Diapers Ads (Pampers) 

Such ads are common to have two characters in them-one a child, the second without 

any doubt a mother. It thus, stigmatizes women as caring, nurturing and loving by their 

nature, so she is bound to take care of her child, if the child cries at any time of the day and 

night and its her duty to change the diapers of her child. 

Ads featuring the third gender 

In India, there are a few ads under the banner of some massive brands, featuring 

transgender. The Bhima Jewellery‘s ‗Pure as Love‘ campaign with transgender student and a 

model is the talk of town. Starbucks recently came up with an ad where trans-woman is 

shown being accepted by her family, after her transition, over a coffee date. The tea brand, 

Brook Bond ad, features a trans-woman offering tea at a traffic signal to elderly women on a 

rainy day, even after she being mistaken as a beggar for her separate identity. There are many 

more Indian ads under the banner Vicks, Ariel, Urban Company etc, that are gaining 

appreciation from the progressive groups, for inclusion of the third gender in the Indian 

business world, through ads, where they would also contribute their messages in an artistic 

way, to the public. No doubt, today the third gender has made their way to the popular culture 

(media, magazines, internet sites), where the gay, lesbians, transgender are recognized by the 

marketers as significant segment of population. However, there are some exceptional aspects 

to the body of such ads. In India, the gay population is never showed as child but when they 

grow old or adults. Moreover, the third gender community are themselves questioning their 

inclusivity because they are easily featured in HIV related ads. Moreover, the approach of the 

society towards the third gender as a different ‗entity‘ has not been eradicated. Their 

existence is still considered as a matter of shame as per the homophobic. The ads filled with 

social messages, featuring this segment of population, to a maximum extent can reach out 

only to their sympathizers but not to the wider audience, as stigma of abnormality in their 

sexual orientation is still held high amongst the ‗straight‘ in the society. Therefore, the 

advertising agencies, until confident, do not plan to feature any third gender, because of the 

fear of losing customers. 
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Suggestions and Recommendations 

The advertisements discussed above, although unwittingly gives a glimpse of the 

prevalent male chauvinism in the society but the irony lies that even in the age of modernity, 

the advertisement of modern objects or contents itself, showcase gender sensitive matters, 

which more than annulling gender divide fosters its birth. 

However, there are ads coming up, celebrating womanhood, heterogeneity and body, 

as they are. A Few ads in India, have tried to shatter gender cliché with a very strong and 

bold content. One example would be the Horlicks ad, which actually promotes women to 

travel at night fearlessly and also be empowered and independent in matters of fixing the tyre 

of the car if it breaks down (The Outlook, 2020). On the other hand, Titan Raga celebrated 

the ‗Woman of today‘ in this empowering advertisement showinga strong and an independent 

woman, highly aspirant with career goals, capable of making her own life choices and not 

afraid to take control of her life in her hands. It is really interesting to see how they have 

depicted a high-spirited woman with an aura of sensuality wrapped around her (EPW, 2019). 

Apart from such a few exceptions, the requirement of the day is appropriate representation of 

women must be a global concern. In India, the cooperation between the state and the industry 

is pertinent for a serious change in the advertisements. The creative teams that come up with 

the advertising narratives are generally insensitive towards gender discourse. Although there 

is the Indecent Representation of Women(Prohibition) Act, 1986, it has lapsed several times 

in the parliament. Another solution could be fixing of responsibility on those who are deemed 

to telecast objectionable content in the advertisements, the content creator or the advertising 

agency. 

Another important step could be banning of advertisements. A few of those from 

some notable brands has been banned like Philadelphia cream cheese depicting that only 

women can take care of children (2019) and a Volkswagen eGolf advertisement where 

women were shown in a passive role while men were shown in adventurous positions (2019). 

Both advertisements were banned by the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) as they 

depicted women in stereotypical roles (ISID, 2019). Moreover, it is also the responsibilities 

of the marketers to depict women in positive light, which directly can influence men to 

perceive women as decision makers, confident etc. On the other hand, for the ads portraying 

the third gender supposedly transgender, it would be normal to see a trans person as it is 

rather than their ‗trans-ness‘ being the central feature of the ads (Modi,2021).  
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Conclusion 

Even if much has changed in society and there are changing roles in the family structure such 

that males are not always the breadwinners and women are no longer forced to stay at home, 

the silent dictum ―doit like a woman‖ still hovers over the heads of the women. There have 

been many changes in professional circles that allow women to enter professions that were 

previously thought to be exclusively male territory, and women are given more dynamic roles 

in society, but the construct of ‗women‘s and female‘s is still tainted with notions of fragility, 

emotionality, dependence (the need for a man), and others that are still prevalent. To that end, 

even if we hear slogans like ―This Girl Can‖, ―She Can Do It‖, and a slew of others aimed at 

empowering women, there is still an unwritten rule in the background that says, ―Woman, 

you can do it all, but you have to copy! Be aware of that!‖ and this indicates how much work 

remains to be done in the future. 

We must all work hard to cut the silent strings attached to the stereotypical image of 

man and woman in society, where the stereotype of man is ― +superior +strength +final 

authority‖; and woman is equal to ―+second-place -strength+ too emotional,‖ and be more 

flexible and less judgmental in terms of what each sexes can and cannot do, because anyone 

can be whoever or whatever they want. The advertising agencies must be aware, sensitive and 

responsible in spreading right messages to the society. Economic earning and entertainment 

are the narrow goals, which can similarly hamper the social functioning of men and women. 

Understanding the plight of the third gender is another important duty of the society. 
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Abstract 

 The sattriya dance of Assam was created by the mediaeval vaishnavite religious preacher Sri 

Manta Sankardeva and his chief disciple Sri Sri Madhava Deva within the fold of ankiya 

naat. Sankardeva organized a show of his first drama ‘Cihna-Yatra’ in his birthday place 

Bardowa. However, in present sattriya dance tradition, due to many reasons, the dances of 

the Kamalabari Thul (sattra circle) have become very popular while the dances of the 

Bardowa Thul have become obsolete. This paper attempts to analyze the matiakharas of the 

Bardowa Thul. Matiakharas are the basic physical exercises done in the ground. The Sattriya 

dances are soft and smooth which demands a through procedure to learn it as well as 

continuous and long training to perform it. Matiakharas have been the basic dance 

techniques of the Sattriya dance. One cannot earn expertise in sattriya dance without proper 

learning of matiakhara. Etymologically, the word ‘matiakhara’ has been the combination of 

two Assamese words- ‘mati’- means soil in English and ‘akhara’ means rehearsal. Thus, 

‘matiakhara’ means exercises done in the soil. Generally, these physical exercises are done 

in the soil so that the trainers don’t get hurt while falling down. 

 

Keywords: Sattra, Sattradhikar, Bardowa, Matiakhara, Ankiya naat, Bhaona, Notations, 

Mnemonics 

Introduction 

Like other classical dances of India, the Sattriya dance of Assam has also a glorious history. 

It has been a living tradition for nearly six hundred years. In mediaeval Assam, Saint 

Srimanta Sankardeva tried to reform the then Assamese society- which was full of 

superstition and animal (even human) sacrifices were common in the name of religion. 

Sankardeva introduced Ek saran naam dharma- a concept which believes in supremacy of 

single god called Krishna and a simple way of praying him through congregational singing 
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and listening. He introduced, among others, a compact art form called Ankiya Naat – which is 

full of music, dance, drama, light, colour and paintings to propagate his Ek saran naam 

dharma. This ankiya naat has been the seed bed of present sattriya dance (Mahanta, The 

Sattriya Dance of Assam: An analytical and critical study, 2016, p. 44).  

 Like other classical dances, sattriya dance is also a complex and intricate art form 

which demands a systematic procedure to learn it as well as continuous and long training to 

perform it in proper way. Matiakharas have been the basic dance techniques of sattriya 

dance. One cannot earn expertise in sattriya dance without proper learning of matiakhara. 

Etymologically, the word ‗matiakhara‘ has been the combination of two Assamese words- 

‗mati’- means soil in English and ‗akhara‘ means rehearsal (Mahanta, The Sattriya Dance of 

Assam: An analytical and critical study, 2016, p. 286). Thus, matiakharas are physical 

exercises done in the soil. Generally, these exercises are done in the soil so that the trainers 

don‘t get hurt while falling down. 

Matiakharas are coordinated movements of feet, knees, torso, hands, arms and head 

(Mahanta, The Sattriya Dance of Assam: An analytical and critical study, 2016, p. 93). In the 

Sattra, the boy child, ranging from five to ten years of age, were given training of various 

physical exercises for preparing his body for bending and other body movements (Goswami., 

2014, p. 67). During the time of Srimanta sankaradeva, no music accompanied the 

matiakharas and even today in Kamalabari sattra, neither mnemonics nor music is used in 

practice of matiakharas (Borah, 2009, p. 50). Maniram Dutta Muktiar Barbayan, a renowned 

Sattriya artist- who was the first recipient of the prestigious Sangeet Natak Academy award in 

Sattriya dance, tried to accompany some music with matiakharas for the first time. However, 

it couldn‘t be materialized during his lifetime. Only in the year 1994, two prominent Sattriya 

exponents- Rasewsar saikia Barbayan and Jatin Goswami had accompanied mnemonics with 

the matiakharas in a seminar held in Jorhat for this purpose. 
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Methodology of the Study 

This paper has been a part of the ongoing research work on dances of the Bardowa 

sattra circle. The researcher has visited Bardowa Sattra several times in connection of this 

research work. Sjt. Devananda Deva Goswami, the Sattradhikar of the Bardowa Sattra 

provided some valuable information regarding these matiakharas. Hemaram Goswami, a 

prominent age old bayana (Khol player) and Sjt. Hiranya Mahanta, a prominent Sattriya 

artist of Bardowa and Sjt. Ranjit Mahanta, another prominent Sattriya exponent of Bardowa 

locality were interviewed several times in this connection. The notations presented here are 

rendered by the researcher with the help of the above mentioned persons. The notations were 

presented to Padmashree Jatin Goswami- who advised some corrections. After making 

corrections, the Bardowa Sattra organized a number of workshops for new learners to impart 

these matiakharas- where the notations of these mnemonics were tested. 

Matiakharas in Bardowa Sattra 

In Bardowa Sattra, these matiakharas are performed as ‗Behar Vongi‘(which is also 

known as Deh Sodha vongi) and it is generally performed in the last day of the holy ‗Bhadra‘ 

month (a holly month, as considered by the neo-Vaishnavite sect of Assam from mid-August 

to mid-September). In the entire ‗Bhadra‘ month prayers in the form of congregational 

singing (Naam) takes place in the sattras and namghors of Assam. In the last day of the 

‗Bhadra‘ month, a closing ceremony takes place – which is known as ‗naam- hamora’ 

(Closing of congregational singing). It is mentioned in the carita written by Harinarayan 

Dwij that in Bardowa sattra, ‗Behar Vongi’ dances are exhibited by the learners in this 

‗naam- hamora’ ceremony (Goswami., 2014, p. 67). However, it is to be mentioned here that 

in Bardowa, music was accompanied with the performance of ‘beher vongi’. It is also found 

in carita written by Harinarayan Dwij. The tradition of performimg ‗Behar Vongi‘ i.e. 

matiakhara by the young male learners during the ‗nam hamora’ ceremony has been still 
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going on in Bardowa sattra. It is learnt from the present Sattradhikar of the Noruwa sattra of 

the Bardowa Than that there were 120 numbers of matiakharas in Bardowa, out of which 

presently only 30 numbers of matiakharas are being practiced. 

At present at least 73 numbers of matiakharas are in vogue in different sattras of 

Assam (Mahanta, The Sattriya Dance of Assam: An analytical and critical study, 2016, p. 

287). The Kamalabari sattra practices 64 numbers of matiakharas. It is to be mentioned here 

that only in 1994, some Behar Vongis (matiakharas of Bardowa Sattra) were incorporated in 

the existing list of matiakharas by the Assam Sattra Mahasabha- a leading organization in 

preservation and propagation of sattriya culture in Assam. According to Dr. Kesavananda 

Dev Goswami, these have been -        (Goswami., 2014, p. 67) 

1) Khosoka    2) Pronam    3) Khor 

pak, 

4) Maan solona dia   5) Thio muruka    6) 

Boha muruka 

7) Thio Sirol    8) Bohi sirol    9) Thio 

athua 

10) Athua and Sattrawali  11) Thio khor    12) Hai re 

13) Sattrawali    14) Kaso bandh dia   15) Khor 

bagor  

16) Prokriti pak    17) Purush pak   

 18) Tharu pak 

19) Saki pak    20) Bhaori pak    21) 

Sitika 

22) Nupur solua pak.   23) Tetera    24) Pani 

hisa 
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25) Muruka               26) Sonmukhole Muruka              

27)Bohi Muruka 

28) Kerepi              29) Solona              30) 

Khusara 

 Mnemonics of Matiakhara 

Taal- Chuta Taal 

Matra- 4 

Tali-2, Khali-2 

1) Khachoka:This is the first step of matiakhara which leads to flexibility of the body of the 

learners. Here, the learners lie down on the ground by touching the ground by the stomach; 

the Guru presses the backside of the disciple‘s body by using his feet. This is done for 

making the body of the disciples fit for dance. No mnemonics is necessary for performing 

this bhongi. In Khachoka , the disciple offer his prayer to his Guru. 

2) Pronam: 

  Nadhin   Dhina   Dheni   Dao 

      X       

  Nadhin   Dheni   Dao   S 

      0       

  Takhir   Khita   Khiti   Dao 

      2       

  Takhir   Khiti   Dao   S 

       0       

3) Khor pak: 

Dherdhina  Dherdhina  Dherdhina  Dhina 

       X 

Dherdhina  Dherdhina  Dherdhina  Dhina 

       0  

4) Man Chalana dia: 

  Dheni   Tadhe   Nita   Khita 

   X 
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  Dheni   Tadhe   Nita   Khita 

     0 

5) Thio Muruka: 

  Dheni   Takhi   Ratta   Khiti 

     X 

  Tani   Takhi   Rattak      S 

    0 

6) Boha Muruka: 

  Dheni   Takhi   Ratta   Khiti 

     X 

  Tani   Takhi   Rat   Tak 

    0 

7) Thio Chiral: 

Dhei   Khitdao   Khitdao   S 

    X 

Khit   Khitdao   Khitdao   S 

  0 

8) Bohi Chiral: 

Dhei   Khitdao   Khitdao   S 

    X 

Khit   Khitdao   Khitdao   S 

  0 

9) Thio Athuwa: 

  Dher   Dhina   Dher   Dhina 

    X 

  Dhinau   S Ta   Dheni   Dani 

    0 

10) AthuaandSatrawali: 

  Dher   Dhina   Dher   Dhina 

    X 

  Dhinau   S Ta   Dheni   Dani 

       0   

11) Thio Khor: 
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  Jiddhe   Nita   Khrikhri  Tak 

      X 

  Dhei     S   Khit    S 

     0 

12) Hai re: 

  Dhei   Dhina   Tak   Dhina 

    X 

  Dheni   Tak   Dhei   Dao 

    0 

13) Chatrawali: 

  Jinh   Thak   S   Dhei 

    X 

  Jinh   Thak   S   Dhei 

    0 

14) Kasabandh dia: 

  Dhinak   Dhei   Khitak   Dhei 

       X 

  Dhinak   Dhei   Khitak   Dhei 

       0 

15) Khor Bagar: 

  Dherkhita  Dherkhita  Dherkhita  Khitakhita 

       X 

  Dherkhita  Dherkhita  Dherkhita  Khitakhita 

       0 

16) Prakriti pak: 

  Tak   Jiddhei   Diddid   Dhei 

    X 

  Tak   Jiddhei   Diddid   Dhei 

    0 

17) Purush pak: 

  Dher   Jiddhei   Nita   S 

     X 

  Khirkhir  Tadhei   Nita   S 
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      0 

18) Tharu pak: 

  Dhei   Dhindhei  Dheni   Dao 

     X  

  Takhi   Tata   Khiti   Dao 

     0  

19)Saki pak:   

  Dauta   Khri   Dhoga   Khri 

     X 

  Dhoga   Khri   Dhogao   S 

     0 

20) Bhaori pak: 

  Dherdhina   Dherdhina   Dherdhina   Dhina 

       X 

  Dherdhina   Dherdhina   Dherdhina   Dhina 

       0 

21) Sitika: 

  Khiti    Thei   Dhini   Thei 

     X 

  Dhini   Thei   Dhindau  S 

     0 

  Tak   Thei   Dhini   Thei 

    2 

  Dhini   Thei   Dhinidau  S 

    0 

22) Nupur chaluwa pak: 

  Dheita   Khirkhir  Rata   Khirkhir 

     X 

  Rata    Khirkhir  Rata   Dhei  

     0 

23) Tetera: 

  Dher   Khita   Khita   Khita 

     X 
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  Khit   Dhina   Dhina   Dhina 

     0 

24) Pani Hisa: 

  Dhin   Dau   Dau   S 

    X 

  Dhin   Dau   Dau   S 

    0 

  Dheni   Ta   Dheni   Ta S 

    2 

  Dhin   Dau   Dau   S 

    0 

25)Muruka: 

  Tau   Khita   Dhin   Dhat 

    X 

  Khitau   S Ta   Dhin   Dhat 

    0 

  Tau   Khita   Dhin   Dhat 

    2 

  Na S   Dhin   Dhat   S 

    0 

26)Sonmukhole Muruka: 

  Tau   Khita   Dhin   Dhat 

    X 

  Khitau   S Ta   Dhin   Dhat 

    0 

  Tau   Khita   Dhin   Dhat 

    2 

  Na S   Dhin   Dhat   S 

    0 

27) Bohi Muruka: 

  Tau   Khita   Dhin   Dhat 

    X 

  Khitau   S Ta   Dhin   Dhat 

    0 
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  Tau   Khita   Dhin   Dhat 

    2 

  Na S   Dhin   Dhat   S 

    0 

28) Kerepi: 

  Dhi S na  Ta S ni   Ta S ni   Dau 

       X 

  Dhi S na  Ta S ni   Dau   S 

       0 

29)Solona: 

  Tak   Dhogi   Tak    Dhogi 

    X 

  Tak   Dhogi   Takdhogi  Dau 

    0   

 

30)Khusara: 

  Tau   Tadhinau  Tadhinau  Ta 

   X 

  Tau   Tadhinau  Tadhinau  Ta 

  0 

 

Conclusion 

Though many dance numbers including matiakharas of the Bardowa sattra circle 

have become obsolete, some hand written manuscripts are still available which contains 

mnemonics of some dance numbers as well as some matiakharas. Dr. Kesavananda Dev 

Goswami and Dr. Jagannath Mahanta in their works mentioned specifically about some 

dance numbers as well as matiakharas. However, still mnemonics of some dance numbers as 

well as some matiakharas needs proper notations. Rendering notations of the mnemonics 

proves to be helpful to practice and there by preserve the dance. If in-depth studies are made, 

some more numbers of matiakharas can be revived.  
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Mapping the Trajectory: Bhaona’s Growth and Development within the Diverse 

Landscape of Indian Drama 

 

*Banani Das 

Abstract 

The paper explores the growth and development of Axomiya Bhaona, using the unique lens of 

Indian Drama. The traditional theatre form of Assam Bhaona holds a significant position in 

Indian dramatic history, having emerged in the 16th Century and flourished under the 

patronage of Ahom kings. Its distinctive features, such as its religious themes, stylized 

movements, and vibrant costumes, offer valuable insights into the evolution of Indian drama 

as a whole. By analyzing the historical, cultural and artistic context of Indian drama, the 

study aims to understand the growth of Bhaona from its early Sanskrit roots to the emergence 

of regional forms.  Furthermore, this study aims to highlight the key characteristics of 

Axomiya Bhaona that distinguish it from other Indian dramatic forms. This study contends 

that Axomiya Bhaona represents a vibrant and enduring thread in the rich tapestry of Indian 

drama. Its continued relevance in contemporary Assam and its influence on broader 

theatrical traditions underscore its enduring significance in the cultural landscape of India. 

Keywords: Indian Theatre, Regional Theatre, Indian Drama, Bhaona, Bhaona repertoire. 

 

Introduction 

The Indian subcontinent is a treasure trove of vibrant theatrical traditions, stretching back 

millennia and encompassing a stunning diversity of styles and expressions. The ancient form 

of theatre was the Sanskrit theatre which was codified in the Natyashastra text in the 2
nd

 

Century CE. The Sanskrit Theatre flourished under royal patronage and the performances 

combined recitation, music, and dance which often drew inspiration from Hindu epics like 

the Ramayana and Mahabharata. For example, Koodiyattam from Kerala is a living tradition 

with elaborate facial expressions and stylized hand gestures; similarly, Bhagvata Mela from 

Tamil Nadu is known for its vibrant costumes and emotional intensity. These often involve 

vibrant costumes, energetic music and dance, and improvisation (Minocha). Every region in 

the subcontinent boasts its unique theatrical forms, deeply rooted in local culture and 

mythology. These often involve vibrant costumes, energetic music and dance, and 
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improvisation (Minocha). For instance, Yakshagana from Karnataka is known for its 

colourful masks and dynamic storytelling; Ram Leela from North India is known for its 

vibrant street performance of the Ramayana; Nautanki from Punjab is known for its witty 

dialogues and satirical humour. The 20th Century saw a revival of Indian theatre, blending 

traditional forms with Western influences. Playwrights like Girish Karnad and Vijay 

Tendulkar explored social and political themes, while directors like Satyadev Dubey 

challenged conventional formats (Carlson, 2014). For example, the Theatre of the Absurd 

movement, influenced by European playwrights, tackled existential themes; another one is 

Parallel theatre which focuses on social issues and is often performed in alternative spaces.  

 

Bhaona's trajectory within Indian drama is marked by its unique blend of religious 

devotion, artistic expression, and community engagement. It stands as a testament to the 

dynamism and adaptability of Indian theatre, constantly evolving while retaining its core 

values and traditions. By understanding Bhaona's growth and development, we gain a deeper 

appreciation for the richness and diversity of Indian dramatic traditions. Bhaona's 

contribution to Indian drama transcends its regional borders. Its unique blend of religious 

devotion, storytelling prowess, and regional identity adds a valuable dimension to the 

country's rich theatrical tapestry. Bhaona's adaptability and constant evolution showcase the 

dynamism and diversity of Indian drama, reminding us of the power of artistic expression to 

transcend geographical boundaries and connect audiences across cultures and generations. 

 

Axomiya Bhaona, meaning ‗play‘ in Assamese, is a traditional form of theatrical 

performance with deep roots in Assamese culture. It is not just entertainment, it‘s a unique 

blend of storytelling, music, dance, and religious teachings (Dutta, 2023). Bhaona plays also 

known as Ankiya Nats, were created in the 16th Century by the revered Assamese saint-

scholar, Srimanta Sankardeva. He aimed to spread Vaishnava philosophy and ethical values 

among the common people in an engaging and accessible way. The roots of Axomiya Bhaona 

go back to Sankardeva and his disciple Madhaveda who authored most of the Bhaona plays, 

drawing inspiration from Hindu scriptures like the Bhagavad Gita and the Ramayana 

(Bhaona After Sankardeva: Changes in Form and Content | Sahapedia, 2018). They adapted 

the stories to the Assamese context, incorporating local folklore and traditions. There has 

been a fusion of theatrical traditions as Bhaona borrows elements from various theatrical 

forms like the Yakshagana of Karnataka and the Sattriya dance of Assam. The vibrant 

costumes, stylized makeup and energetic dance sequences are reminiscent of these 
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influences. When initially focused on religious narratives, Bhaona gradually incorporated 

secular themes (Chattapadhyay and Chakraborty). Plays were written on historical events, 

social issues and even mythological tales from different cultures. Traditionally, Bhaona 

performances were held outdoors in Satras or Vaishnava Monasteries Namghars or prayer 

halls. However, with the rise of proscenium theatres in the 20th century, Bhaona adapted to 

the new stage setting as contemporary artists and playwrights reimagined Bhaona for modern 

audiences. They experiment with form, content, and presentation while retaining the essence 

of the traditional art form. Bhaona plays a vital role in preserving and transmitting the 

Assamese language, literature, and performing arts to future generations. The stories and 

characters in Bhaona often convey messages of righteousness, devotion, and ethical living 

(Saikia). Bhaona performances foster a sense of community and shared identity among the 

Assamese people. It brings people together to celebrate their cultural heritage and traditions.  

 

Literature Review 

Indian drama boasts a vibrant history, stretching back millennia and leaving an indelible mark 

on the cultural landscape of the subcontinent. Its roots can be traced back to ancient Vedic 

texts, with dialogues and dramatic elements woven into religious ceremonies. However, it 

truly blossomed in the classical period, around the 3rd-4th century BCE, with the creation of 

the Natyashastra, a comprehensive treatise on dramaturgy and performance attributed to the 

age of Bharata Muni (SINGH). Natyashastra served as the bedrock of Indian theatrical 

traditions, outlining everything from stagecraft and acting techniques to costume and 

makeup. It emphasised the concept of rasa, the evocation of emotions in the audience through 

the performance. Plays often dealt with themes of love, loss, duty, dharma, and the divine, 

drawing inspiration from mythology, epics, and historical narratives (Sen, 2023). The plays 

of these times were not just mere entertainment; they served as educational tools, transmitting 

moral values, social norms, and historical knowledge to the masses. Performances were often 

held in temple courtyards or open-air theatres, accompanied by music, dance, and elaborate 

costumes.  The legacy of Indian drama extends far beyond its ancient origins. It continues to 

inspire contemporary playwrights, filmmakers, and artists. Regional theatrical traditions like 

Koodiyattam in Kerala, and Yakshagana in Karnataka preserve centuries-old performance 

styles and stories (Kutiyattam, the Only Surviving Form of Sanskrit Drama – Asian 

Traditional Theatre & Dance). Modern Indian cinema draws heavily on dramatic themes, and 

storytelling techniques, echoing the spirit of its theatrical forebears. Indian drama is a 
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testament to the power of storytelling to illuminate the human experience. Its rich history, 

diverse themes, and captivating performance continue to resonate with audiences across 

generations, solidifying its place as a cornerstone of Indian culture and a cherished heritage 

on the world stage  (IGNCA). 

Aims and Objectives 

This study aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of the growth and development of 

Axomiya Bhaona within the context of Indian drama. By examining its historical origins, 

evolution over time and contemporary practices, valuable insights can be gained into the 

unique characteristics and enduring significance of this remarkable theatrical tradition. 

Through this exploration, appreciation is possible of the rich cultural heritage of Assam and 

recognition is the vital role of Axomiya Bhaona which helps in shaping the landscape of 

Indian drama. 

Objectives 

1. Examine the position and significance of Bhaona in Assamese society 

2. Locating the growth and development of Bhaona in the trajectory of Indian Drama. 

3. To assess the contribution of Axomiya Bhaona to other regional Indian dramatic 

traditions. 

4. To identify the challenges and opportunities for the future of Axomiya Bhaon 

 

The Uniqueness of Axomiya Bhaona 

Axomiya Bhaona is a traditional theatre form of Assam, India. It is a vibrant and 

colourful performance art that combines elements of dance, music, drama and storytelling. 

Bhaona plays are typically based on Hindu mythology and epics such as Mahabharata, and 

the Ramayana. They are often performed during religious festivals, such as Bihu, and can last 

for several hours. Bhaona performances are typically held in a temporary outdoor stage called 

a Natmandir. The stage is decorated with colourful clothes, and flowers and the performers 

wear elaborate costumes and makeup. The performance is accompanied by traditional 

Assamese music, which is played on instruments such as the dhol (drum), the pepa (flute) 

and the Khol (cymbals). The stories in Bhaona's plays are often morality tales that teach 

lessons about good and evil, dharma and karma. The characters in the plays are typically 

larger-than-life figures, such as gods, goddesses, and demons (Dutta, 2021). The 

performances are often humorous and entertaining. And they often include elements of 

audience participation. Axomiya Bhaona is a unique and important part of Assamese culture. 

It is a living tradition that has been passed down from generation to generation. Bhaona plays 
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are not only entertaining, but they also serve as a way to preserve Assamese mythology and 

folklore (PUBLIC, 2021).  

Critical Perspectives on Indian Drama 

Indian drama, with its rich tapestry of traditions, vibrant performances, and profound 

thematic explorations, has captivated audiences for centuries. To truly understand this 

multifaceted art form, it‘s crucial to delve into the critical scholarship that dissects its 

complexities from both traditional and contemporary perspectives This review embarks on a 

journey through this intellectual landscape, examining major theoretical frameworks and the 

contributions of key scholars who have shaped our understanding of Indian drama‘s place in 

world literature. At the heart of Indian drama lies Rasa theory, a sophisticated aesthetic 

framework that emphasizes the evocation of emotions in the audience. This ancient Sanskrit 

concept, with its nine primary Rasas, ranges from love and joy to fear and anger (Today, 

2023). It has been central to analysing Indian drama for centuries. Scholars like 

Abhinavagupta in the Abhinavabharati provided foundational texts that explored the nuances 

of Rasa and its impact on the theatrical experience. However, contemporary scholars like 

Ananda Coomaraswamy and Kapila Vatsyayan have engaged in critical re-examinations of 

Rasa, questioning its rigidity and exploring its applicability to diverse theatrical traditions 

within India (Shankar. 2004).  

 

Impact of Indian Drama on Global Theater 

Evaluating Indian drama‘s place in world literature requires acknowledging its unique 

characteristics and its contributions to the global theatrical landscape. The emphasis on Rasa, 

the integration of music and dance, and the exploration of spiritual themes differentiate 

Indian drama from Western theatrical traditions. Scholars like A.K. Ramanujan have 

championed the inclusion of Indian drama in the global canon, arguing for its aesthetic and 

philosophical richness. However, challenges remain in overcoming. Eurocentric biases 

recognize the multifaceted nature of Indian theatre, which encompasses diverse regional 

traditions and languages. The impact of Indian drama on global theatre has been multifaceted 

and significant, though not always fully recognized (Dharwadker, 2011). Indian drama, 

particularly Sanskrit Theatre, often employs non-linear structures, flashbacks, and dream 

sequences, influencing playwrights like Eugene O‘Neill and Bertolt Brecht. Indian theatrical 

traditions like Kathakali and Yakshagana seamlessly integrate music, dance, and drama, 
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inspiring Western theatrical forms like opera and musical theatre. Indian theatre‘s use of 

elaborate costumes, sets, and stage machinery has influenced Western productions, 

particularly in grand operas and historical dramas. Indian dramas often delve into questions 

of life, death, karma, and dharma, offering fresh perspectives for Western audiences 

accustomed to more secular themes (Baim, 2018). The Parsi community had a crucial role to 

play in the development of modern Indian theatre. More Westernized than others, their 

productions always have capitalized on the slick and spectacular techniques borrowed from 

the West.  

Discussion 

Early Forms of Indian Drama 

Unveiling the origin and development of Indian drama is like embarking on a vibrant 

odyssey, where centuries whisper stories through ancient Sanskrit texts, and diverse genres 

weave tapestries of emotions on the stage (Amar Chitra Katha, 2022). Our journey begins 

with the roots planted in the fertile soil of Sanskrit literature, nurtured by treatises like the 

Natyashashtra, attributed to Bharata Muni around the 2nd Century BCE. This Science of 

Theatre codified the intricate elements of drama, encompassing everything from plot 

structure and character types to stagecraft and music (Rick, 2023). From this fertile ground, 

the exquisite genre of Sanskrit drama blossomed, characterised by complex plots, 

philosophical themes, and eloquent verses. Playwrights like Kalidasa hailed as the 

Shakespeare of India, gifted us with timeless masterpieces like Shakuntala, a poignant tale of 

love and loss, and Abhijnananshakuntalam, a comedy with diverse themes through historical 

epics, witty farces, and poignant social dramas. Meanwhile, a parallel world flourished in the 

realm of Prakrit drama, utilizing dialects closer to the spoken language of the common people 

(The Norton Anthology of Drama | W. W. Norton & Company). Plays like Mrichhakatika by 

Shudraka offered earthy humour and social commentary, while Ghatakarpara by Bhasa deals 

with the lives of courtesans. This genre bridged the gap between the elite Sanskrit and the 

popular culture, bringing drama closer to the masses. As time flowed, seeds of regional folk 

traditions took root, blossoming into vibrant regional forms like Bhaona in Assam, 

Yakshagana in Karnataka, and Tamasha in Maharashtra. These diverse expressions, often 

rooted in religious narratives and local legends, incorporated dance, music, and vibrant 

costumes, creating a unique theatrical experience (Dey, 2022). The arrival of colonial rule 

ushered in a new era, where Western influences mingled with traditional forms. Modern 

Indian drama emerged, grappling with social issues, political realities, and the search for 

national identity (Dey, 2023). Playwrights like Rabindranath Tagore and Girish Chandra 
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Ghosh used the stage as a platform for social critique and cultural revival. Even today, Indian 

drama continues to evolve, with contemporary playwrights like Mahesh Dattani and Vijay 

Tendulkar pushing boundaries and exploring social taboos. The stage serves as a vibrant 

melting pot where ancient echoes blend with contemporary voices, weaving stories that 

resonate with audiences across generations and geographics Neha.  

 

Position and significance of Bhaona in Assamese society 

Bhaona occupies a pivotal position in Assamese society, holding the status of both a 

vibrant performing art form and a deeply embedded cultural practice. Standing as a beacon of 

cultural identity, religious expression, and artistic legacy; its impact resonates across various 

facets of Assamese life, making it a cornerstone of their identity. The performances are often 

community-based events, with local villagers participating in preparation, acting, and even 

construction of temporary stages. This participatory nature fosters a sense of shared identity 

and cultural ownership. Its significance is multifaceted, woven into the very fabric of 

Assamese life. Acting as a repository of Assamese folklore, mythology, and traditions, it 

transmits stories from epics like Ramayana and Mahabharata, alongside local legends, down 

through generations, keeping the cultural flame alive.  

Bhaona originated in the 16th century, pioneered by the saint-scholar Sankardeva as a 

medium to propagate Vaishnavism. Its dramatization of epics like Ramayana and 

Mahabharata with a Vaishnavite lens served as powerful tools for religious education and 

spiritual upliftment. The development of the Assamese language owes much to Bhaona. 

Playwrights like Sankardeva composed Ankiya Naats in Brajavali, influencing the evolution 

of modern Assamese. This ancient drama form of Assam transcends social barriers, bringing 

people from all walks of life together to share in the beauty and wisdom of these 

performances. It fosters a sense of community and collective identity. It was instrumental in 

spreading the philosophy of Sankardeva and Madhavdeva, the founders of Assamese 

Vaishnavism. The plays depict stories of Bhakti devotion, reinforcing spiritual values and 

ethical principles. Bhaona presented complex theological concepts in an engaging and 

entertaining format, making religious teachings accessible to the common people who might 

not have been able to comprehend scripture directly. Bhaona performances are often 

community events held in Namghars (prayer houses) or Satras (monasteries). They foster 

social interaction, strengthen community bonds, and celebrate shared cultural heritage. It is a 

harmonious blend of music, dance, drama, and visual arts. Singers, musicians, actors, and 

artists collaborate to create a captivating artistic experience. The unique style of Bhaona, with 
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its stylized movements, rhythmic dialogues, and evocative music, forms a distinct artistic 

tradition. Bhaona is a showcase of Assamese aesthetics, featuring intricate costumes, lively 

choreography, and soulful music played on traditional instruments like khol, dhol, and taal. 

The tala (cymbal) is a common instrument and are generally three types- the bar tala (big 

size cymbal) or bhor-tal, patital (middle size cymbal) and saru tal (small size cymbal). The 

small size cymbal is also known as khuti-tal (Barkakati, 2020). Bhaona continues to inspire 

contemporary Assamese artists, from theatre productions to music compositions, ensuring its 

artistic legacy endures. Bhaona's position in Assamese society is one of enduring importance. 

It remains a powerful force for cultural preservation, religious propagation, and artistic 

expression. Its significance lies not just in its rich history but also in its continued relevance 

to the lives of Assamese people, making it a cherished treasure worthy of continued 

appreciation and promotion. Over time, Bhaona evolved beyond religious confines. Different 

styles like Baresaharia Bhaona emerged, focusing on local lore and legends. It became a 

platform for social commentary and moral guidance, reflecting the evolving socio-cultural 

landscape. 

 

Bhaona's Trajectory in Indian Drama: A Unique Path 

Bhaona occupies a fascinating position within the vast and diverse landscape of Indian 

drama. While sharing some commonalities with other Indian theatrical traditions, it carves its 

own unique path, marked by its religious roots, distinct performance style, and historical 

context. Like other Indian drama forms, Bhaona too finds its roots in ancient Sanskrit 

performance traditions. The influence of classical Sanskrit plays like Kalidasa's "Shakuntala" 

and Bhasa's "Urvashi Natak" is evident in Bhaona's use of poetic language, stylized gestures, 

and elaborate stagecraft. The Bhakti movement, emphasizing devotion and emotional 

expression, fueled the rise of Bhaona. This movement also influenced other Indian theatrical 

traditions like Ramlila and Krishna Lila. The use of music, dance, and stylized dialogue 

echoes influences from classical Sanskrit plays and temple rituals. The emphasis on 

storytelling through mythological and religious narratives connects Bhaona to epics like 

Ramayana and Mahabharata, which formed the basis for many Indian dramatic works 

throughout history.  

 

Understanding the specific aspects of Bhaona and its comparisons to other Indian 

drama forms like Kathakali, Yakshagana, and Koodiyattam reveals the incredible diversity 

and vibrancy of Indian theatrical traditions. Each form, with its unique language, style, 
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purpose, and performance elements, contributes to the rich tapestry of storytelling and artistic 

expression that makes Indian drama so captivating. Compared to grander Indian theatrical 

traditions like Kathakali or Yakshagana, Bhaona's style is often described as more intimate 

and nuanced. Both Bhaona and Kathakali utilize elaborate makeup, stylized movements, and 

a strong emphasis on storytelling. However, Kathakali performances tend to be grander and 

more visually stunning with heavier costumes and more vigorous dance sequences. Bhaona is 

subtler and focuses on nuanced emotional expression and subtle gestures creating a unique 

connection between the performers and the audience. Similar to Bhaona, Yakshagana draws 

inspiration from Hindu epics and employs vibrant costumes and energetic dance sequences. However, 

Yakshagana performances often involve more improvisation and audience interaction, while Bhaona 

adheres to a more structured script. Primarily Bhaona, driven by religious devotion and spiritual 

enlightenment, the themes revolve around Vaishnava teachings and epics. The Yakshagana drew 

inspiration from epics incorporating a wider range of themes, including social commentary and 

philosophical exploration. Traditionally, like Bhaona, yakshagana too was performed in the open air 

by all-male troupes.  Since the mid-20th century, however, many performances have been held on 

indoor stages, and women began to train in the tradition in the 1970s. With roots in Sanskrit 

literature and theatre, yakshagana emerged as a form of dance-drama in the 16th century, 

contemporary to the origin of the Bhaona tradition. In Karnataka the bhagavatar sings and narrates to 

set the scene for the action, usually while playing a small handheld gong or finger cymbals called tala, 

which is similar to the sutradhar  in Bhaona. 

Bhaona uses simple and symbolic costumes with minimal makeup, allowing the focus 

to remain on the actor's performance and the narrative. Bhaona costumes are relatively simple 

compared to some Indian dramas. ―The heroes of Ankiya drama like Krishna and Rama use 

colourful cloths. They use Mukut (head dress) in their head. This Mukut is defferent form the 

other Mukutas used by the different characters. The feather of peacock is stringed in this head 

dress. The Krishna performer uses garlands of flower and beads, ear-ring and ‗nupur‘ in his 

feet and bracelet on his arm‖ (Barkakati, 2020) Makeup is minimal, focusing on accentuating 

facial features for expressive portrayal. The Bhaona incorporates various musical elements 

and classical songs close to Bargeet, Bhatima etc. ―The dances generally used in Ankiya 

drama are – Dhemalir nac, Sutradhar nac, Gosaipravesar nac, Gopi pravesar nac, Chali nac, 

Jumura nac, Rasa nac, Yoddhar nac, Bhawariar nac, Kharmanar nac, Naradar Bhangi, 

Bahuwar nac‖ (Hazarika, 2019).  Bhaona's contribution to Indian drama lies not only in its 

unique performance style and regional flavor but also in its role as a bridge between religious 

devotion, cultural expression, and social commentary. It serves as a testament to the diversity 
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and adaptability of Indian theatrical traditions, showcasing the rich cultural tapestry of the 

country. 

Contribution of Axomiya Bhaona to other regional Indian dramatic traditions 

Axomiya Bhaona, with its rich history and unique features, has undoubtedly made valuable 

contributions to the tapestry of regional Indian drama traditions. Bhaona's core strength lies 

in its captivating storytelling, often drawing inspiration from Hindu epics like Ramayana and 

Mahabharata. This focus on relatable narratives resonated with other regional traditions, 

encouraging adaptations and reinterpretations of these epics within their own cultural 

contexts. The practice of incorporating local folklore and legends seen in Barpeta Bhaona and 

Baresahariya Bhaona inspired similar efforts in other regional forms, enriching the overall 

repertoire of Indian drama. Bhaona's use of rhythmic music, vibrant costumes, and stylized 

movements influenced regional forms like Yakshagana (Karnataka) and Ramlila (North 

India). The "Jora" orchestra of Barpeta Bhaona, for instance, found echoes in the percussion-

driven rhythms of Yakshagana performances. The emphasis on improvisation and audience 

interaction in Dhulia Bhaona found parallels in the interactive nature of Ramlila enactments, 

where audience participation adds a dynamic layer to the performance. Bhaona's role in 

propagating Vaishnavism served as a bridge between Assamese culture and other regions 

with similar religious inclinations. This exchange of ideas and practices enriched both 

traditions, leading to cross-pollination of themes and artistic expressions. The shared use of 

mythological narratives in Bhaona and other regional forms like Bhandiyat of Rajasthan or 

Tamasha of Maharashtra fostered a sense of cultural connection and understanding, 

highlighting the unifying power of storytelling across geographies. 

 

Challenges and opportunities of Axomiya Bhaona 

Axomiya Bhaona, despite its rich history and cultural significance, faces several challenges in 

the 21st century. However, amidst these challenges lie equally promising opportunities for its 

future growth and preservation. Bhaona faces competition from modern entertainment 

options like television and cinema which poses a significant challenge in its audience 

engagement.  Younger generations might find its traditional format less appealing compared 

to fast-paced, visually captivating modern media. While Bhaona traditionally focuses on 

mythological narratives, addressing contemporary social issues and incorporating relevant 

themes for modern audiences could attract a wider demographic. Finding a balance between 

preserving tradition and adapting to current needs can be challenging. Another challenge that 
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this declining art form faces is the decline in traditional training methods and the lack of 

incentives for young performers threaten the sustainability of Bhaona's skilled personnel. 

Preserving and transmitting the intricate nuances of performance and musical knowledge 

requires dedicated efforts. 

 

The Ankiya Bhaona has gone through several changes in the form of Matribhashar Bhaona. 

The dominant role of Sutradhara and the music has been replaced by attractive dialogues in 

the Matribhashar Bhaona(Satyaagrah, 2023). The classical tradition of the Ankiya Bhaona 

has a tendency to shift towards folk tradition as is seen in the case of the Matribhashar 

Bhaona. As a result, Bhaona has now become a folk tradition and has gained popularity in 

both rural and urban areas. At the same time, widespread ignorance of the classical or Sastric 

rules associated with Bhaona has jeopardized the authenticity of Sankaradeva's Ankiya 

Bhaona. (Hazarika). Modern Indian theatre does not include Ankiya Naat, Ramleela, or 

Raasleela. These are examples of folk theatre. The decline of classical Sanskrit drama began 

with the emergence of traditional or folk styles, which attracted more people at a time when 

Sanskrit was only known to the upper crust of society. A high level of sophistication and 

systematization is required for the classical tradition. This traditional drama art form is 

performed primarily in Satras and Namghars, limiting its reach beyond the Assamese cultural 

sphere. Lack of consistent funding and support for documentation, research, and outreach 

also hinders its wider promotion and appreciation. 

 

For popular cultural survival, Bhaona has to be presented as a competitor to prevalent 

modern drama festivals, with the use of ongoing dramatic infrastructure like decorated 

proscenium or thrust stage, besides the traditional Namghar (Assamese prayer house) or 

traverse stage. Moreover, the mode of expression, dialogue, lighting, orchestra, language, and 

costume should have a glimpse of its unique beauty, surmounting fundamental barriers.  The 

proscenium theatres changed the traditional concept and character of Indian theatrical space, 

from the points of view of both the actor and the spectator. It brought about a separation 

between the two, critically affecting their traditional intimate relationship. Most of the 

traditional theatre performances were open-air events, organized on level ground, a platform 

stage, or as a mobile processional spectacle (Patgiri, 2019).  However, with the rise of 

proscenium theatres in the 20th century, contemporary artists and playwrights experiment 

with form, content, and presentation while retaining the essence of the traditional art form. 

Far more important in its impact, was the sale of tickets, which changed the relationship of 
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the theatre goers to the theatre itself. Once it has to pay to see a show, an audience begins to 

demand its money‘s worth. The run of the play in the competitive market decides its worth 

and freezes it, and it cannot change without affecting its salability. 

 

Dr S.N. Sarma has highlighted two primary reasons that effected changes in Bhaona 

compositions in the 17th century. Firstly, Brajabuli was not the language of the common 

masses and therefore knowledge and practice of the language was consistently on the decline. 

Also, since most of the popular scriptures such as kirtan and dasam were written in old 

Assamese, a move towards old Assamese in Bhaona resonated more with the masses. The 

spiritual intent of Bhaona also seems to have been on the decline, if we consider the 

occasions and patrons of performances. ‗Ankiya Nats‘or ‗Bhaonas‘(a theatre form introduced 

for the first time by Srimanta Sankaradeva and which became increasingly popular with the 

masses, centred around themes from the Bhagavata-Purana and the Ramayana) as well as the 

‗Satriya Dance‘ as modes of conveying the principles of ‗Ek-Sarana-Nama-Dharma‘, based 

on the devotion to one single God ‗Lord Krishna‘ or ‗Vishnu‘ based on a spirit of equality 

and humanism which found concrete manifestation in the institution of the Namghar‖ (Bora, 

p.7). Changes in the content and form of Bhaona became apparent right after Sankardeva‘s 

time, under the auspices of his disciple Madhavdeva. Changes are also visible in language 

wherein we see a move towards Assamese songs and verses in addition to the use of 

Brajabuli.  At the same time, we witness a profuse use of songs in his compositions. In the 

subsequent phase, during the 17th century, we see further changes in the choice of language. 

The later playwrights such as Gopal Ata, Dvija Bhushan, Ramcharan Thakur, Daityari 

Thakur and Jadumanidev followed a similar style of compositions as their predecessors. 

However, in plays like Ajamil Upakhyan of Dvija Bhushan, Kamsa Badh of Ramcharan 

Thakur and Syamanta Haran of Daityari Thakur, we find extensive use of old Assamese in 

place of Brajabuli. Also, during this period, bhaonas moved away from the confines 

of satras (institutions analogous to a monastery). What became apparent during this period 

was—with the growth in the number of satras, satradhikars (heads of satras) began to 

compose Bhaonas. 

 

In the 19
th

 century, the performances of Bhaona came to be secularized, as pointed 

out by Harichandra Bhattacharyya, by referring to occasions of its performance; for instance 

on the occasion of Golden Jubilee of Queen Victoria in 1887 (Bhattacharyya 1964). We also 

witness the emergence of newer characters such as those of the Bahuwa (clown) or 
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the Dut (messenger). These characters, for all practical purposes, are not indispensible to the 

development of the narrative in the play but definitely contribute to making the play more 

comical, thus, giving it a popular appeal. At the same time the songs of later plays are at best 

imitations of those used by Sankardeva and Madhavdeva. Further changes can be seen in the 

use of newer instruments like mridanga, use of lighter masks, gas and electric lighting. But in 

the days of Assamese Bhaona or Matribhashar Bhaona the vivid side of these songs is often 

ignored. These are given very less importance except the Nandi geet in Suhai raga performed 

by the Sutradhara and the geet in Sindhura raga performed during the entrance of Krishna. 

The songs of Bhaona in present days are close to the songs of Dhura Bhaona., incorporating 

elements of the Bengali Dhup Kirtan. This transformation of the songs has threatened the 

trend of Indian classical music continued through Ankiya Bhaona (Hazarika, 2019) 

 

The performers or actors of Bhaona generally used the costumes which were available in 

their villages. The actors used paints for their makeup, befitting their roles. Earlier though 

performers used hengul (cinnabar) and haital (yellow orpiment), now a day the professional 

performers use artificial and easily available makeup. The makeup of the performers has been 

taken place by artificial colors. Similarly, the costumes of the performers have lost its folk 

essence and become modernized. Therefore, local stores have got a great opportunity to sell 

all necessary equipments to the performers. The Bhaona has made its way to constructed stage 

from Namghar and Satra. Therefore, it has come out from several limitations. The roles of females 

have been played by female members today whereas in earlier characters were played only by the 

male members of our society. They prefer to have stylized ornaments instead of traditional ornaments. 

The place of the performance is also decorated with colourful light and traditional lightening is mostly 

avoided. All changes are made according to the demand of the audiences so that it can attain mass 

appeal.  In respect to the role of Gayana-Bayana, various Dhemalis were performed in Ankiya 

Bhaona. Dhemali is also known as Sahini.e.g. Boha Sahini, Utha Sahini, Dhumuhi or Dhumuri, Na 

Dhemali, Bar Dhemali, Rag Dhemali and Suor Dhemali or Saru Dhemali. In Na Dhemali, there are 

nine types of Xosar and in Bar Dhemali seven types of Xasar are used. The use of seven Xasar 

indicates the path of Sapta-Vaikuntha paintings of Srimanta Sankaradeva. At the end of the Gayana-

Bayana they use the Guru-ghat. All of these represent the whole Purvaranga. But now a day this 

complete form of Gayana-Bayana is not found in the Matribhashar Bhaona. In earlier time, these 

types of Dhemalis were repeated three or four times. But repetition is not there in today‘s Bhaona. 

Within a short span of time the foot and hand postures of the Gayana-Bayana attract the audiences. 

On the otherhand the songs in different ragas and taals are also influenced by many folk songs in case 

of tunes in today‘s Bhaona. Literature of any kind comes close to a community when it is written in 
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their language. Sankaradeva and his disciples wrote the Ankiya nats in Brajavali language. But 

Brajavali language is difficult to properly understand in present days. Therefore, different nats for 

Bhaona are written in Assamese language in these days. It has brought Bhaona closer to the people of 

Assam irrespective of their caste, class and locality. At the same time it is also important to observe 

that the Matribhashar Bhaona should not deviate the unique and original features of Bhaona. In this 

regard, the performance of Bhaona in competitions tries to hold the authentic features like rituals, 

raga, taala, music etc. In spite of it, Bhaona competitions sometimes lead negative impact. At the 

same time too much of ignorance towards the classical or Sastric rules associated with Bhaona has 

threatened the authenticity of the Sankaradeva created Ankiya Bhaona. In the mean time the 

awareness come through Bhaona competitions or Samaroh has tried to enlighten the authentic 

features of Bhaona. Bhaona can become a commodity due to commercial impact in the form of cash 

prize in the competitions. As a result of it, the intention of Sankaradeva to use Bhaona as a mean to 

propagate devotion will be degraded.  Apart from these, it can be said that the inexpert and 

inexperienced judges, selected by many committees of Bhaona may not be able to give proper 

judgement to the performers. On the otherhand the audiences may not be able to maintain sacred 

behaviour in an open space of the competitions as they generally maintain in Namghar or Satra. 

Another essential point of these dramas is the use of melodies. In these dramas the later dramatists use 

some new melodies which are not available in the dramatic works of Sankardeva. These new dramas 

of post Sankardeva era are also staged in different regions, besides the old Ankiya dramas. The 

dramas of the 19th century and the later period were written in Assamese language instead of 

Brajabuli.  

 

Opportunities 

Modern interpretations and adaptations of Bhaona stories and performance styles can attract 

new audiences without compromising its essence. Experimenting with multimedia elements, 

exploring digital platforms for wider reach, and collaborating with other art forms can be 

fruitful avenues.Secondly, integrating Bhaona into school curriculums and organizing 

workshops and awareness programs can cultivate appreciation for this tradition among 

younger generations. Educational activities can also contribute to research and documentation 

efforts. Thirdly, promoting Bhaona as a unique cultural experience within Assam and beyond 

can attract tourists and generate revenue for its preservation. International collaborations and 

participation in cultural festivals can increase global recognition and appreciation. Fourthly, 

government initiatives providing financial aid, infrastructure development, and training 

programs can significantly support Bhaona's revival. Active community involvement in 

promoting, organizing, and participating in performances is crucial for its long-term survival. 
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By acknowledging the challenges and actively pursuing the opportunities, we can ensure that 

Axomiya Bhaona continues to thrive in the future. Its unique storytelling, captivating 

performances, and rich cultural significance deserve to be cherished and shared with 

generations to come. 

Conclusion 

This study has explored the growth and development of Indian drama with specific reference 

to Axomiya Bhaona which is a unique and ancient Assamese drama with roots dating back to 

the 16th Century. It has played a significant role in the cultural and religious life of Assam for 

centuries. Bhaona reflects the political, social and religious values of Assamese society. It has 

evolved, incorporating influences from other Indian dramatic traditions such as Sanskrit 

theatre and Sanskrit Theatre. Bhaona continues to be a vibrant and dynamic art form today, 

which is enjoyed by audiences of all ages. Its study can provide valuable insights into the 

history and development of Indian drama as a whole. However, further research is needed on 

Axomiya Bhaona, particularly in the areas of its history, performance practices and social and 

cultural impact. Axomiya Bhaona's impact on regional Indian drama traditions extends 

beyond mere borrowing. It has served as a source of inspiration for storytelling, performance 

styles, and cultural exchange. Recognizing its contributions strengthens the fabric of Indian 

drama as a whole, reminding us of the interconnectedness and shared heritage of the nation's 

diverse theatrical traditions. 
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Growing issues and challenges regarding women empowerment in India: 

An analytical study 
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Abstract 

Witnessing the rate of violence against women even in the 21
st
 century has indicated the 

inferior position of women in our society. The concept of democracy is mainly based upon 

equality in which there will not be any kind of discrimination on the basis of gender. 

Constitutionally India is also a democratic country. Traditionally, our society is patriarchal. 

In different economic, socio- cultural and political spheres, the inferior position of women is 

visible. Therefore, women empowerment is an important process in reaching gender equality, 

which is understood in terms of the constitutional rights, responsibilities and opportunities 

available to women. Empowerment of women is essentially the process of uplifting the 

economic, social and political status of women, the traditionally underprivileged ones in the 

society. It is the process of guarding them against all forms of violence. Women 

empowerment involves the building up of a society, a political environment, wherein women 

can breathe without any fear of oppression, exploitation, apprehension, discrimination and 

the general feeling of persecution which goes with being a woman in a traditionally male 

dominated structure.But in actual practice, they are facing many hurdles in their domestic 

life and in various public places. Empowerment of women is needed as an effort to increase 

and actualize their potential so that they are more able to be independent which will alleviate 

them from limited education and skills, and oppression due to discriminatory treatment from 

various parties both in political, economic, socio- cultural and law. 

Keywords: women, empowerment, democracy, hurdles 

 

Introduction 

For the establishment of a matured and an effective democracy, maintenance of equality 

among all human beings without any type of discrimination is the first and foremost 

condition. For the fulfillment of this condition, it is very much urgent to remove all the 

hurdles and obstacles which stand in a way to hamper the path to raise the status of women 

and to their empowerment. Empowerment of women is possible in a gender neutral society 

where there will be no division among human beings on the basis of gender. Development of 
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women is possible when they will be empowered in every field, because empowerment only 

in one aspect will not be beneficial for a woman. They will have to be empowered from every 

side like economic, social, political, psychological etc.   

     Traditionally Indian society is a patriarchal society, women have secondary role to play in 

every household. It is now used to describe a social system in which men dominate, oppress 

and exploit women (Gauba, 2003). However, since independence issues related to welfare of 

women have always been a priority among policy makers, though the path has witnessed 

repositioning with time and as per the requirement from the Fifth Five Year Plan (1974-78) 

onwards.Therehas been a remarkable shift in the approach to women‘s issues from welfare to 

development. India has also endorsed various global efforts such as the Mexico Plan of 

Action in 1975, the Nairobi Forward Looking Strategies in 1985, Convention on Elimination 

of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women in 1993, the Beijing Declaration as well as 

the Platform for Action in 1995 and the Outcome Document adopted by the UNGA Session 

on Gender Equality and Development. In this background, this paper discusses status of 

women empowerment in India and its status at the international spectrum with regard to 

achievement of SDG Goal 5 of the United Nations by 2030.       

Objectives 

 To study the importance of the empowerment of women in a democratic country like 

India 

 To study the issues and challenges faced by a woman in her daily life 

 To study the role of ruling government to improve the situation of a woman 

 To provide certain effective measures to reduce the hurdles that are against the 

developmental process of a woman  

Methodology 

This study is descriptive and analytical in nature. Data of this research paper have been 

adopted from both the primary and secondary sources. Several primary sources were 

collected from government documents, reports etc. Secondary sources were collected from 

the books, journals, articles, newspaper and internet etc.       

 

Women Empowerment 

Empowerment is a concept which indicates abilities and required strength of a particular class 

of people. Empowerment is a multi- dimensional process which should enable individuals or 

a group of individuals to realize their full identity and powers in all spheres of life. An 
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empowered people are also become independent. According to Webster‘s dictionary, the 

word empowerment indicates the situation of authority or to be authorized or to be powerful. 

Here, the focus of this paper is empowerment in the context of women. It is now well 

acknowledged that empowering a man leads to empowering an individual, but empowering a 

woman empowers an entire generation. Empowerment is a process which gives women 

power or authority to challenge some situations. Empowerment provides greater making 

process at home and in the matters autonomy in the decision making process at home and in 

the matters concerning society and freedom from customs, beliefs and practices. 

Empowerment demands drastic and basic changes in the system of marriage and family, 

husband and wife relationship and attitude towards the socialization a remarriage. 

Empowerment is a process that gives a person freedom in decision making. Women 

empowerment means emancipation of women from the vicious grips of social, economic, 

political, caste and gender- based discrimination. It means granting women the freedom to 

make life choices. Women empowerment does not mean ‗defying women‘ (perhaps its 

defying men) rather it means replacing patriarchy with parity. Women empowerment has 

been an issue of immense discussions and contemplation over the last few decades world- 

wide. This is an agenda that has been on top of the lists of most government plans & 

programmes as well. Efforts have been made on a regular basis across nations to address this 

issue and enhance the socio- economic status of women. However it has been observed that 

most of the policies and programmes on are only working in the belief that economic self- 

reliance empowers women ignoring others variables like health, education, literacy etc. In the 

history of human development, the role of women is no less than man. In fact, the status, 

employment and work performed by women in society are the indicators of a nation‘s overall 

progress. In the national activities, without the participation of women, the social, economic 

or political progress of a country will be stagnated. As we all know that women constitute 

half of the humanity, even contributing two- thirds of world‘s work hours. Stillshe earns only 

one- third of the total income and owns less than one- tenth of the world‘s resources. This 

shows that the economic status of women is in pathetic condition and this is more so in a 

country like India. The concept of women empowerment has various dimensions.  

 

Economic empowerment of Women 

Women‘s economic empowerment means independence of women in the financial field. 

Efforts to women empowerment can be said as an effort to increase women‘s ownership and 

control of economic and non- economic resources.  
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Poverty Eradication: To empower women economically, steps should be taken for 

mobilization of poor women and convergence of services, by offering them a range of social 

and economic options, along with necessary support measures to enhance their capabilities. 

In order to enhance women‘s access to credit for consumption and production, the 

establishment of new and strengthening of existing micro- credit mechanisms and micro- 

finance institution will be undertaken so that the outreach of credit is enhanced. 

Women and Economy: Women‘s contribution to socio- economic development as producers 

and workers is recognized in the formal and informal sectors and appropriate policies relating 

to employment and to her working conditions.In this context, certain measures could include- 

reinterpretation and redefinition of conventional concepts of work wherever necessary e.g. in 

the Census records, to reflect women‘s contribution as producers and workers. 

Women and agriculture: In view of the critical role of women in the agricultural and allied 

sectors, as producers, concentrated efforts will be made to ensure that benefits of training, 

extension and various programmes will reach them in proportion to their numbers. The 

programmes for training women in soil conservation, social forestry, dairy development and 

other occupations allied agriculture like horticulture; livestock including small animal 

husbandry, poultry, fisheries etc. will be expanded to benefit women works in the agriculture 

sector. 

Women and industry: The important role played by women in electronics,information 

technology, food processing, agro- industry and textiles have been crucial to empowerment of 

women. They should be given comprehensive support in terms of labour, legislation, social 

security and other support services to participate in various industrial sectors. Women at 

present cannot work in night shift in factories if they wish to. So a secure environmentmust 

be procured to enable women to work on the night shift in factories.  

 

Provisions in the Indian Constitution 

I. Equality of opportunity for all citizens in matters relating to employment or appointment to 

any office under the state according to article 16 of Indian Constitution. 

ii. The state to direct its policy towards securing for men and women equally the right for an 

adequate means of livelihood [Article 39 (a)] and equal pay for equal work for both men and 

women [Article 39(d)]. 

iii. The state to make provision for securing just and humane conditions of work and for 

maternity relief (Article 42). 
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Political empowerment of women 

The components of women‘s empowerment include the power of household decision making, 

access to credit, participation, knowledge and awareness, raising voices, freedom, mobility, 

respect developing leadership qualities. The power of decision making in the household 

means the ability to make and influence the process of fulfilling decisions. Participation 

means the role of women‘s economic activities and financial decision making.  

Rights of the girl child: All forms of discrimination against the girl child and violation of 

her rights should be eliminated by undertaking strong measures both preventive and punitive 

within and outside the family. These would relate specifically to strict enforcement of laws 

against prenatal sex selection and the practice of female feticide, female infanticide, child 

marriage, child abuse and child prostitution etc.  

Women as elected representative:  An empowered woman can contest in election without 

any fear by which she can raise voice in favour of female class. 

Moreover, the 73
rd

 Constitutional Amendment Acts passed in 1992 by the parliament of India 

ensures that not less than one- third (including the number of seats reserved for women 

belonging to Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes) of the total number of seats to be filled 

by direct election in every Panchayat to be reserved for women and such seats to be allotted 

by rotation to different constituencies in a Panchayat [Article 243D(3)]. Not less than one- 

third of the total number of offices of the Chairpersons in the Panchayats & Municipality at 

each level is to be reserved for women [Article 243 D(4)&Article 243T (3)] 

 

Social empowerment of Women 

 To be socially empowered, a woman must be educated. 

Education: Equal access to education for women and girls should be ensured. Special 

measures will have to be taken to eliminate discrimination, universalize education, eradicate 

illiteracy and create a gender- sensitive educational system, increase enrolment and retention 

rate of girls and improve the quality of education to facilitate life- long learning as well as 

development of occupation/vocation/technical skills by women. Reducing the gender gap in 

secondary and higher education would be a focus area.  

Health: In the context of women‘s health holistic approach should be adopted which include 

both nutrition and health services and special attention to the needs of women and the girl at 

all stages of the life cycle. The reduction of infant mortality and maternal mortality are the 

sensitive indicators of human development for a developing country like India. 
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Nutrition: Focused attentionshould be paid to meeting the nutritional needs of women at all 

stages of the life cycle. Special efforts should be made to tackle the problem of macro and 

micro nutrient deficiencies especially among pregnant and lactating women as it leads to 

various diseases and disabilities. Widespread use of nutrition education would be made to 

address the issues of intra- household imbalances in nutrition and the special needs of 

pregnant and lactating women.   

Drinking water and sanitation: Special care should be given to provide for safe drinking 

water, sewage disposal, toilet facilities and sanitation within accessible reach of households, 

especially in rural areas and urban slums. Women‘s participation is to be ensured in the 

planning, delivery and maintenance of such services. 

 

Need for women empowerment in India 

Reflecting into the ―Vedas Purana‖ of Indian culture, women are being worshipped as Laxmi 

Maa, Goddess of wealth; Saraswati Maa for wisdom,; Durga Maa for power. But in actual 

practice, this mythology is not well matched. The status of women in India particularly in 

rural areas needs to address the issue of empowering women. About 66% of the female 

population in rural area is unutilized. This is mainly due to existing social customs. In 

agricultural and animal care, the women contribute 90% of the total workforce. Among the 

world‘s 900 million illiterate people, women outnumber men two to one. 70% of people 

living in poverty are women. The existing studies show that the women are relatively less 

healthy than men though belong to same class. They constitute less than 1/7
th

 of the 

administrators and managers in developing countries. Only very less number of seats in 

World Parliament and in National Cabinet is held by women.     

 

Constitutional provisions, Government plans and programmes for women 

empowerment 

 

1. Equality before law for all persons under Article 14 

2. Prohibition of discrimination on grounds of religion, race, caste, sex or place of birth 

under Article 15(I). According to Article 15 (3), special provisions may be made by 

the state in favors of women and children. Equality of opportunity for all citizens 

relating to employment or appointment to any office under the constitutional Article 

16. 
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3. State policy to be directed to securing for men and women equally the right to an 

adequate means of livelihood which is included in Article 39 (a); equal pay for equal 

work for both men and women under Article 39 d. 

4. Provisions to be made by the state for securing just and humane conditions of work 

and maternity relief under Article 42. 

SDG Goal 5- achieve gender equality: Status of India- in the Sustainable Development 

Goals, goal no.5 is related to gender equality. 

Under SDG Goal 5 to achieve gender equality by 2030 there are several targets to be 

achieved and they are as follows: 

Target1. End all forms of discrimination against women and girls everywhere. 

Target2. Eliminate all forms of violence against all women and girls in the public and private 

spheres, including trafficking and sexual and other types of exploitation. 

Target3. Eliminate all harmful practices, such as childs, early and forced marriage and female 

genital mutilation. 

Target4. Recognize a value unpaid care and domestic work through the provision of public 

services, infrastructure and social protection policies and the promotion of shared 

responsibility within the household and the family as nationally appropriate. 

Target 5. Ensure women‘s full and effective participation and equal opportunities for 

leadership at all levels of decision making in political, economic and public life. 

Target 6. Ensure universal access to sexual and reproductive health and reproductive rights as 

agreed in accordance with the Programme of Action of the International Conference on 

Population and Development and the Beijing Platform for Action and the outcome documents 

of their review conferences. 

Target 7. Undertake reforms to give women equal rights to economic resources, as well as 

access to ownership and control over land and other forms of property, financial services, 

inheritance and natural resources in accordance with national laws. 

Target 8. Enhance the use of enabling technology in particular information and 

communications technology, to promote the empowerment of women. 

Target 9. Adopt and strengthen sound policies and enforceable legislation for the promotion 

of gender equality and the empowerment of all women and girls at all levels. 

National Commission for Women, 1992: To constitute a National Commission for Women, 

the National Commission for Women Act was passed in the Parliament in 1990. This 

commission aims to investigate and examine all matters relating to the safeguards provided 
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for women. Moreover, this commission reviews from time to time the existing provisions of 

the Constitution and other laws affecting women. This commission also takes up the cases of 

violation of the provisions of the Constitution and of other laws relating to women with the 

appropriate authority.   

 

Gender budgeting: India introduced Gender- responsive Budgeting in financial year 2005-

06 to design public spending in a way that ensures that the benefits accrue as much to the 

country‘s women as they do to the men. 

   In the year 2023-24 Union Budget, the gender budget has been allocated 2.23 lakh crores, 

accounting for about 5 percent of the total expenditure. Even though on the surface this may 

look satisfactory, in terms of increase in allocations, it is merely a 2.12 percent increase as 

compared to the 2022-23 budget. A gender- responsive budget is a budget that acknowledges 

the gender patterns in society and allocates money to implement policies and programmes 

that will change these patterns in a way that moves towards a more- gender- equal society.  

   Gender Budgeting was adopted by the Government of India as a powerful tool for 

promoting gender equality and ensuring adequate budgetary provisions through gender 

responsive planning and budgeting processes. The Ministry of Women Child Development is 

the Nodal Ministry for Gender Budgeting. ‗Mission Shakti‘ is a scheme in mission mode 

aimed at strengthening interventions for women safety, security and empowerment during the 

15
th

 Finance Commission period from 2021-25. It seeks to realize the Government‘s 

commitment for women led development by addressing issues affecting women on a life- 

cycle continuum basis and by making them equal partners in nation- building through 

convergence and citizen- ownership. Mission Shakti has two sub- schemes viz., ‗Sambal‘ for 

safety and security of women and ‗Samarthya‘ for empowerment of women. Gender 

budgeting scheme is an integral component under the ‗Samarthya‘ sub- scheme. Gender 

Budgets are not separate budgets for women; neither do they imply that funds be divided into 

half for men and women or that budgets should be divided into half . They are attempts to 

disaggregate the government‘s budget according to its differential impact on different 

genders and reprioritize allocations to bridge gender gaps. Under Mission Shakti, the vision is 

to ensure 100% coverage of gender budgeting across all Ministries/ Departments as well as 

States/ Union Territories, rural and urban local bodies. Gender Budget Cells are set up in 

each Ministry/ Department at the Central/ State/ UT level to review and restructure policies, 

programmes and schemes from a gender perspective. For each Ministry/ Department, Gender 

Budget Cell may include senior/ middle level officers from Plan, Policy, Coordination, 
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Budget and Accounts Divisions. Gender Budget Cell should be headed by an officer not 

below the rank of Joint Secretary.  

    In continuing with the crackdown on child marriages across the State which had started in 

January 2023, the offensive has been resumed. Consequently, hundreds of people have been 

arrested and legal actions initiated against those indulging in or facilitating child marriages.  

    By the 128
th

 amendment of Indian constitution, a reservation bill Namely Nari Shakti 

Vandan Adhiniyam was approved by Parliament in which one- third of seats in Lok Sabha 

and State Assemblies will be reserved for women. Nari Shakti Vandan Act will unleash a 

new era of inclusive governance undoing major hindrance in the Participation of women in 

policy and law making process.  

Major issues and challenges 

The position of women in India 

In the later Vedic period, Women were denied the right to education and widow remarriage in 

which their position were deteriorated than in the Rig- Vedic period. They were denied the 

right to inheritance and ownership of property. Many social evils like child marriage and 

dowry system surfaced and started to engulf women. During Gupta period the status of 

women immensely deteriorated. Dowry system, Sati Pratha was prevalent during this period. 

During the British Raj, we can mention the name of many well known social reformers such 

as Raja Rammohan Roy, Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar and Jyotirao Phule who started agitations 

for the empowerment of women. Their efforts led to the abolition of sati and formulation of 

the Widow Remarriage Act. Another freedom fighter and national leader like, Mahatma 

Gandhi and Pt. Nehru advocated women rights. In the Indian society, as a result of their 

concentrated efforts, the status of women in social, economic and political life began to 

elevate.To attain the goal of women empowerment, our founding fathers incorporated many 

social, economic and political provisions in the Indian constitution. Dueto the deep- rooted 

patriarchal mentality in the Indian society, women are still victimized, humiliated, tortured 

and exploited though women‘s marvelous contribution in various fields like sports, military 

service, space mission. Even after almost seven decades of Independence, women are still 

subjected to discrimination in the social, economic and educational field. Certain major issues 

that are challenging for women‘s life are-   

Gender discrimination: Discrimination on the basis of gender is well known to all ofus. 

Women are considered as weaker section of the society than men. Girl child are also 

becoming l victims of the discrimination. There is discrimination of power and work between 

men and women because of the patriarchal system in India. Gender discrimination affects 
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women in the areas like nutrition, education, health care, decline of female population, job, 

public life etc.  

Patriarchal mindset: The traditional Indian society is a patriarchal society ruled by the 

diktats of self- proclaimed caste lords who are the guardians of archaic and unjust traditions. 

They put the burden of traditions, culture and honour on the shoulders of women and mar 

their growth. There is the incidence of ―honour killing‘‘ which reveal the distorted social 

fiber in the male- dominated society.      

Economic backwardness: Women have more in number than men in the context of 

economicbackwardness. Because, they constitute only 29% of the total workforce and forms 

majority of the destitute in the country, there has been a failure in transforming the available 

women base into human resource. 

Lack of proper education and awareness:In most of the rural areas of India, woman class 

is not aware about their rights and their due status at their home and in the society. They also 

do not have proper education regardingthese matters. Therefore, in their most sensitive period 

in life like before birth, during childhood and during adulthood they were neglected in most 

of the time.  

Selective abortion and female infanticide: It is also a most common practice for years in 

many states of India. Abortion of female fetus is performed in the womb of mother after the 

fetal sex determination and sex selective abortion by the medical professionals who are very 

pathetic for a woman.  

Sexual harassment: In the domestic life and in the social place it is continuing till now. 

Most of the cases of sexual exploitation of a girl child are happened at home, streets, public 

places, transports, offices etc. by the family members, neighbors, friends or relatives.  

Dowry and bride burning: Dowry and bride burning cases are generally faced by women of 

low or middle class family during or after the marriage. Parents of boys demand a lot of 

money from the bride‘s family to be rich in one time. Groom‘s family perform bride burning 

in case of lack of fulfilled dowry demand. In 2005, around 6787 dowry death cases were 

registered in India according to the Indian National Crime Bureau reports.   

Domestic violence: It is like endemic and widespread disease affects almost 70% of Indian 

women according to the women and child development official. It is performed by the 

husband, relative or other family member.   

Child marriage: Child marriages have been common throughout history and continue to be 

widespread, particularly in developing countries such as parts of Africa, South Asia, Latin 

America and Oceania. However, even in developed countries, legal exceptions still allow 
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child marriage. Child marriages violate the rights of children and have long term 

consequences for both child brides and child grooms. For child brides, in addition to mental 

health issues and lack of access to education and career opportunities, these include adverse 

health effects as a result of early pregnancy and childbirth. Causes of child marriages include 

poverty, bride price, dowries, cultural traditions, religious and social pressures, regional 

customs, fear of child remaining unmarried into adulthood, illiteracy and perceived inability 

of women to work for money. Conflict increases the inequalities that make girls vulnerable to 

child marriage and its consequences. Families may arrange marriages for girls, believing 

marriage will protect their daughters from violence by strangers or armed groups as well as to 

ease financial burdens on the family.  

Inadequate nutrition: Inadequate nutrition of a girl childaffects womenin their later life 

especially women belonging to the lower middle class and poor families. 

Implementation gaps: Through all these years, the attention is only on developing and 

devising new schemes, policies and programmes and have paid less attention to the proper 

monitoring system and implementation short- sightedness, for e.g. despite the presence of the 

Pre- natal Diagnostic Technologies Act and various health programmes like Janani Suraksha 

Yojana and National Rural Health Mission, our country has a skewed sex ratio and a high 

maternal mortality rate. 

Lack of political will: The still- pending Women‘s Reservation Bill underscores the lack of 

political will to empower women politically. The male dominance prevails in the politics of 

India and women are forced to remain mute spectators.   

Measures to remove the challenges 

Despite progress in the society, women‘s representation in political institutions remains low. 

Governments have adopted affirmative action policies, such as quotas, to increase women‘s 

participation in decision making processes. Encouraging political parties to nominate more 

women candidates, providing leadership training and addressing systematic barriers are 

essential steps towards achieving equal representation in Parliament and local governments 

(Sarma, 2023). 

    Addressing the gender gap in employment and promoting women‘s economic 

empowerment is vital. Governments and businesses should promote equal pay for equal 

work, establish maternity leave and childcare policies and provide access to finance and 

entrepreneurship training for women. Encouraging women‘s participation in traditionally 

male- dominated sectors and dismantling barriers to career advancement will contribute to 

greater equality at the workforce (Sarma, 2023). 
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Sex education: research indicated that comprehensive sex education can help prevent child 

marriage. Girls may make better life and marriage decisions with education. Rural 

development programmes like health care, water and sanitation may aid families financially 

and minimize child marriage. Education and rural development may break the cycle of 

poverty and child marriage.  

Mass media: Media is used to portray images consistent with human dignity of girls and 

women. The policy is specifically striving to remove demeaning, degrading and negative 

conventional stereotypical images of women and violence against women. Private sector 

partners and media networks will be involved at all levels to ensure equal access for women 

particularly in the area of information and communication technologies. The media would be 

encouraged to develop codes of conduct, professional guidelines and other self-regulatory 

mechanisms to remove gender stereotypes and promote balanced portrayals of women and 

men. 

Replacing patriarchy with parity: A strong patriarchate society with deep- rooted socio- 

cultural values continues to affect women‘s empowerment. The need of the hour is an 

egalitarian society, where there is no place for superiority. The Government should identify 

and eliminate such forces that work to keep alive the tradition of male dominance over its 

female counterpart by issuing inhumane and unlawful diktats. 

Education is the most important and indispensable tool for women empowerment. It makes 

women aware of their rights and responsibilities. Educational achievements of a woman can 

have ripple effects for the family and across generations. Most of the girls drop out of schools 

due to the unavailability of separate toilets for them. The recently launched ‗Swachh Bharat 

Mission‘ focusing on improving sanitation facilities in schools and every rural household by 

2019, can prove to be very significant in bringing down the rate of girls dropping out of 

school.   

Political will: Women should have access to resources, rights and entitlements. They should 

be given decision- making powers and due position in governance. Thus the Women 

Reservation Bill should be passed as soon as possible to increase the effective participation of 

women in the politics of India. 

Awareness programme: The ill effects of child marriage should be highlighted and to create 

aware about this issue, awareness camp, seminar should be arranged from time to time 

basically in the rural areas of India. Issues such as women‘s education and economic 

empowerment are inalienably associated with early marriage and women‘s education in 

particular has to be a prime area of focus for the government. Once a woman is educated, she 
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is unlikely to sit for early marriage and her economic empowerment will further obliterate the 

scope for it. The Government therefore would do well to make a thorough assessment of the 

status of women‘s education in the state, especially in the areas having wide prevalence of 

child marriage, and come up with appropriate interventions.      

It is necessary to increase the absorption and adoption of technology as a strategy for 

empowering women in the development processes through improved education, training and 

skills training, appropriate and innovative technology. Education brings a reduction in 

inequalities and functions as a means of improving their status within the family. To 

encourage the education of women at all levels and for dilution of gender bias in providing 

knowledge and education, established schools, colleges and universities even exclusively for 

women in the state. All we need is a concerted effort focused in the right direction that would 

rest only with the liberation of women from all forms of evil. 
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BOOK REVIEW 

 

Climate Change and Mountain Agriculture Susceptibility: Perception and 

Prediction  
 

 

Sourav Saha * 
 

 

The mountains areas are one of the physiographic units of the earth which occupy 

around 24% global land surface. Mountains are the home of 12% of the global population. 

The local communities living in the mountain regions across world are primarily depends on 

agriculture. The local communities based on their traditional knowledge and local ecological 

conditions have developed some centaury old peculiar agriculture and resource management 

system. Over the years the farming communities of the hilly regions have been transform the 

natural landscape into shifting cultivation field, terrace, kitchen gardens, agroforestry and 

horticultural plots and sustaining their livelihoods. Majority of the farmers are subsistence 

marginalized, mainly depends on the rain fed agriculture.  However, very recently the impact 

of climate change brought a new threat to agriculture and livelihood of the mountain 

communities. Therefore, climate change and agriculture has become major global issues 

among the scientific communities. Sati and Kumar made an attempted to address the issues of 

climate change and mountain agriculture with a case study of Himalayan mountain region of 

Uttarakhand state, India.            

The book is divided into six chapters. In first chapter of this book the authors gives an 

outline of the mountain agriculture practiced by the local communities in the Hindu Kush-

Himalayan Region and Indian Himalayan region. The background of the study, significance, 

objective and the methodology and analytical procedure of the study are discussed in this 

part. The basic objective of this book was to find out the impact of climate change on 

traditional crop diversity, productivity and food security.  Descriptive research design was 

adopted in this study. Multi stage stratified sampling method was adopted in selection of 

samples. Different statistical techniques such as trend analysis using Mann-Kendall trend test, 

Multiple Liner Regression Modeling, Hypothesis testing, paired sample t-test were used in 

this study. In second chapter Sati and Kumar discuss about the status of global climate 

change and their associated factors/ drivers. They have also analysed the trend of temperature 

and precipitation in national and regional context.     

In chapter 3, the authors made a detail descriptive analysis of the present landuse 
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patter, agricultural profile of the entire state of Uttarakhand. It is seen that the state has only 

small proportion (7.95%) of land is under cultivation whereas major portion is under forest 

cover i.e. 63.99% and 16.5% of land in the Himalayan region of the state is under permanent 

snow cover. Like other parts of the country, majority of the people of the state Uttarakhand 

are also engaged in agriculture. Sedentary agriculture, mixed cropping, livestock dependent 

farming are the most common agricultural type practiced in this region. From bhabar and 

terrai region to high altitude Himalayan ranges and valley provides peculiarity agro-climatic 

conditions and each and every ecological unit provide base for specific crops. The authors 

give a detail account of crop suitability in different altitudinal zone of the region.  They have 

reported that the agriculture land use pattern has been experiencing significant change over 

time. Net sown area, area sown during summer and winter has declined significantly. 

Cropping pattern, cropping intensity, cropped area, production and productivity of different 

crops were discussed in details. The trend of productivity of major food grain, cereals and 

millets were shown in this chapter by using trend line analysis.   

Chapter 4 contains a descriptive account of the impact of climate change on agriculture land 

use, crop diversity and cropping productivity. An account of land use and land cover of the 

state and their changes over time were given in the first part of the chapter. Followed by the 

authors include the status of land ownership patters of the farmers. It is found that most of the 

farmers of the region are marginal and poor. Their landholding size varies from 0.02 ha to 1.0 

ha.  The number of marginal farmers accounts 72% and 80% of the total farmers in Garhwal 

and Kumaun district respectively. The landholding size also plays a determinant role in crop 

diversity. To assess the impact of climate change on landuse pattern they adopted landuse 

model and try to find out the strength of influence of different climatic parameters on 

utilization of landuse pattern. Unstandardized and standardized coefficient with t-test value 

and Co-linearity statistics have been used for this purpose. Before discussing the impact of 

climate change on crop diversity the authors highlighted the long tradition of cultivation of 

diverse crop varieties. To show the richness of crop bio-diversity they have mention the 

traditional Baranaza system of crop combination practiced by the local farmers in the region. 

In Baranaza system the cultivation harvests more than 12 grain and pulses during monsoon 

season. They have also mentioned that more than 60 predominant species of crops were 

cultivated in this region and the crops were well adapted in the local agro-ecological settings. 

However, the diversity of crops has declined significantly in last two decades. To assess the 

impact of climate change on crop diversity they have conducted on two generation farmer‘s 

household using historical timeline methods and tried to understand the status of crops in 
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terms of rarity, endangered or threatened. It has been reported that many traditional crop 

varieties such as naked barely, foxtail, buckwheat, scale cereal, proso millet, rice bean, etc. 

are which were cultivated two decades before but at present these are in the category of 

endanger from this region. They have identified several climatic factors such as irregular 

rainfall, change in rainfall intensity, irregular snowfall, reduction of soil moisture, cloud burst 

and local warming and non-climatic factors such as scarcity of irrigation facilities, increasing 

out migration, wild animal threat, reduction of agricultural income, etc. which are responsible 

for changes in diversity and productivity of traditional crops. The assessment of crop rotation 

of traditional agriculture of this region also shows a significant change. Sowing and reaping 

period of different crops have change due to increasing in temperature. They have reported 

that the crop calendar for both the rabi and kharif has shifted to 15-30days before than the 

schedule period as compared to last twenty years.       

In chapter 5 the authors give an account of the changes in productivity and coast-benefits of 

various traditional crops cultivated in the study region. They used Multiple Linear Regression 

Model (MLR) to estimate the impact of climate variability (temperature and precipitation) on 

productivity of different traditional crops. By using Unstandardized coefficient and 

Standardized coefficient model the authors tried to estimate the strength and magnitude of 

predictor (temperature and precipitation) on the productivity. They have also made an attempt 

to project the impact of climate change on the productivity of major crops such as wheat, rice, 

millet, pulses and oil seeds. Their analysis shows that the productivity of wheat gets affected 

by changes in winter temperature and precipitation and the productivity of rice gets affected 

by changes in summer temperature. The situation of the food sufficiency and food security of 

this region was also highlighted by the authors. In last part of this chapter the authors 

examine the production cost and the returns from the agricultural lands. They have collected 

primary data about the cultivated area, productivity, input cost and labour coast, etc. through 

open ended schedule to estimate the cost of production and returns. The average output coast 

of major crops shows a declining trend. It is reported that the farmers of the study region 

were getting profit of Rs. 7012.04 per hectare from wheat production in the past decades 

whereas at present they are getting loss of Rs. 17752 per hectare. Similar conditions were 

reported for paddy and mandua cultivation.  

Chapter 6 included the major findings and policy implications of the study. Very limited 

meteorological station is one of the major constrain of availability of meteorological data for 

analysis of climate change. Therefore, they have mentioned the urgent need of establishment 

of weather station in different ecological zones. They have also recommended the need of 
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strengthening the weather forecasting and early warning system. Climate change adaptation 

and awareness campaign, organic farming, strengthening the Van Panchayats, transformation 

of indigenous knowledge of farmers and farming innovation of remote villages, etc. are some 

of the policies recommended by the authors for policy making.       

The present work on issue of climate change mountain agriculture is highly appreciable. The 

authors have very skillfully applied various statistical models to representation of climatic 

and agricultural data sets. Details representation of methodologies to assess the impact of 

climate change on the productivity, diversity of tradition crops will be helpful for the readers. 

The representation of cost-benefit analysis of several traditional crops is also highly 

appreciable. Although the book has covered almost all the aspect of impact of climate change 

on traditional crop diversity and productivity but the focus was only on food crops. However, 

the indigenous communities have of the mountainous region had long tradition of agro-

forestry and medicinal plants cultivation. Diversity and productivity change assessment of 

these two could provide some clearer picture.   
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412, 

"

free ,

 "You have enquired about my reception here by my parents and other members.The 

reception to speak the truth, is a cool one. In my yesterday's letter to Sudhida I wrote that my 

father has pardoned me . But the pardoned I meant was no pardon. In fact, they cannot pardon 

me . {They} treat me as an outcast .Of course,they will not refuse me temporary shelter in 

their house.The reception they accorded me and are according to me is a reception of tears 

and sighs.They think me (to be)a loss to their family .The Hindu religious and social 

institution they are living in has made them strongl(y) conservative and narrow minded.It (is 

the) fault of the institution, not theirs.My visit to (them) has no doubt dispelled a lot of false 

rumors circulated all around by the grovelling herd of my jealous for nothing enemies. 

Therefore,my visit is not to be considereda total failure however." ,

   

,
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Medical Officers  Chief Medical Officer 

  

 A.D 

Company 

gets Burmese invasion Burma  last king  

  annual 

When purandar Sing again was dethroned by 

Britishfor his failure to pay the ,and the British actually became the masters of 

Assam in 1839 A.D, father was made Dewani siristadar by the British. In 1861 

he was made Munisiff, and then in 1871 an extra Assistant Commissioner 

." ,

result M.A 

,
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registered  

article ,

 article ,
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•  
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Goswami, Upendranath   A Study on Kamrupi: A Dialect of Assamese, 

Department of Historical  and Antiquarian Studies, Assam, Gauhati, 1970   

Goswami, Golokchandra Structure of Assamese, Gauhati University Press, 

Jalukbari, Gauhati, 1982  

Kakati, Banikanta  Assamese It‘sFormation and Development, Layer's Book 

Stole,  Panbazar, Guwahati.1987 
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